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1. Introduction 

Arkema Coatings Resins Ltd has ceased production activities on the Stallingborough site from the 9th July 

2014 and has completed demolition and dismantling of all defined structures, vessels and storage tanks 

down to slab level. This includes all buildings, storage tanks, pipework and bunded areas highlighted on the 

site plan in Appendix 1. 

 

The main impacts of the Arkema site closure is that all permitted activities will cease to be operational, in 

that the reactor building and all associated equipment i.e. cooling tower, raw material storage tanks, solvent 

recovery, thermal oxidiser and heat generators will be demolished. 

 

The TDI storage has been converted to styrene storage, replacing the current styrene storage tank. The 

Biological Effluent Treatment Plant (BETP) will be retained as a buffer only with no treatment taking place. 

The outflow through this tank is expected to be domestic sewage and rainwater. We would keep one or 

more of the large tanks as a buffer to protect against the release of spillages and to provide fire water 

collection.  

 

As a result of the closure, Arkema Coatings Resins Ltd wishes to surrender the Environmental Permit; No. EPR 

3135FV.  

 
Table S1.1 activities   

Activity listed in Schedule 1 of the 

PPC Regulations  

Description of specified 

activity 

Limits of specified activity  

S4.1 A1 (c) Producing polyester resins From receipt of raw materials to 

despatch of finished products 

S4.1 A1 (d) Producing polyester resins 

incorporating toluene di-

isocyanate  

From receipt of toluene di-isocyanate 

to despatch of finished products 

S5.3 A1 (c)(i) Aerobic treatment of waste 

waters 

To the discharge point to controlled 

waters and despatch of sludge 

Directly Associated Activity 

Reprocessing, storage and handling 

of waste materials 

Storage and handling of waste 

materials arising from 

processing activities according 

to category, including 

preparation for reprocessing, 

disposal or recovery 

From generation of waste materials to 

reprocessing or to despatch for disposal 

or recovery 

Operation of abatement systems 

for the control of emissions to air 

Operation of thermal oxidiser, 

wet scrubbers and other 

abatement systems 

From receipt of air from production 

processes to final exhaust to 

atmosphere 

Operation of systems for the supply 

of utilities and services 

Operation of systems for the 

supply of utilities and services 

such as electricity, gas, hot oil, 

steam, water and compressed 

air 

Utilities and services systems as far as 

the Installation boundary; combustion 

units < 20 MWTh input 
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1.1 Objectives 

The IPPC application was made in March 2006, with an Application Site Report (ASR) prepared and submitted 

with URS Corporation Ltd. 

 

This report has been created to enable Arkema to demonstrate that land and groundwater has been 

protected during the lifetime of the permit, in accordance with the Site Protection and Monitoring 

Programme (Reference 44320162 / LERP0001) and that the land has been maintained in a satisfactory state 

at the time of permit surrender.  

 

It is also designed to outline the site closure environmental considerations and demonstrate that there has 

been no contamination to the immediate environment. 

 

2. Activity description, site settings and site surroundings 

Prior to the production cessation, Arkema Coatings Resins Ltd operated the manufacture of resins at the 

installation in Stallingborough. Two generic types of resin were manufactured on site - Unsaturated Polyester 

Resins and Oil Modified Resins. 

  

The site was a major manufacturer of both structural and coating resins, which are used for a wide range of 

applications in the composite industry and for the manufacture of inks, paint varnishes and adhesives in the 

coating industry. Structural resins are used for the production of items made from polyester or phenolic 

resins, such as shower stalls, wash basins and bathtubs. A specialised line of the structural resin business is 

the production of gelcoats, which are used in conjunction with other structural resins to produce an outside 

decorative layer to products. Coating resins are a basic raw material used in the manufacture of industrial 

and decorative paints. 

 

The global production capacity of the site was 50,000t/year of Alkyd, Gelkyd, Unsaturated and Oil free 

Polyesters. The total production was approximately 16,000 t/year of structural resins and 25,000t/year of 

coating resins. 98 employees were employed at the site. This was a 24 hour 7 day week operation except gel 

coat production which operates 5 days a week. 

 

In summary, the installation comprised the following areas: 

� Reactor building which houses five reactors for producing the base resin (structural resins are 

manufactured in reactors 1 and 2 and coating resins are manufactured in reactors 3, 4 and 5).  The 

manufacturing process comprises a batch process in which glycols or organic acids (structural) or glycols, 

natural oils and organic acids (coatings) are mixed and heated to react.  The end product is then 

dissolved in either styrene or white spirit in one of thirteen blenders;  

 

� Polyester mixing building (PMB) and a Gelcoat Production building, both of which undertake further cold 

mixing of the base structural resins with different additives.  The finished products are then drummed of 

and transferred for storage at a third party warehouse; 

 

� Drum Filling Building where occasionally drumming off of coating resins occurs.  The drummed products 

are then transferred for storage at a third party warehouse.   

   

� Raw material, intermediate products and finished products tank farms;  
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� Non bulk raw material storage areas comprising raw material store (MS1), raw materials warehouse and 

drummed raw material storage bunds;  

 

� Effluent Treatment Plant and solvent recovery;   

 

� Waste Storage Areas; and 

 

� Engineering workshops and store.    

 

2.1 Site Location and description 

The Arkema Coatings Resins Ltd, Stallingborough plant is located in Stallingborough, the site address is the 

following: 

 

 

 

Arkema Coatings Resins Ltd 

Laporte Road 

Stallingborough 

N.E Lincolnshire 

DN41 8FG 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The National Grid Reference of the site is TA 213 151. The installation covers an area of approximately 

33,380m2 and is located at Stallingborough, near Immingham Docks, approximately 3 km north of the A180 

road, with Grimsby approximately 6 km south-east of the site along the A180 - see the site location map in 

Figure 1 (below). The site is lies adjacent to the River Humber and the site surrounds are industrial and 

predominantly chemical industry, with the nearest residential development located at Immingham 

approximately 2 km west of the site. 
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Figure 1 - Site location map 
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The process area is located on land that is leased from Cristal Global. The administration building and 

Polynt Composites Offices are situated on land owned by Arkema. 

 

The production area is totally fenced and under authorized access restriction. The administrative building 

and the Polynt Composite Offices associated with a car park (visitor and employees) are also under 

authorized access restriction. The whole site is CCTV protected. 

 

The production installation comprised the following areas: 

 

� Main reactor building: The building consists of four floors containing reactors, blenders, alcoholysis 

vessels, pumps for reactors and blenders, and a control room; 

 

� Gel Coat Production area: the main production area features seven small mixers on the ground floor, 

drum, pot, and IBC filling points, mixing pot, drum and IBC storage areas. On a raised platform towards 

the South of the building there are two large mixers. Forklift trucks carry drums and IBC’s around the 

production area to mixing, filling and storage points. There are eleven portable mixing pots that can be 

moved around the production areas as required. This building includes a laboratory (testing samples for 

colour consistency and various quality control test) and the gel coat warm room. Note: this building will 

still be operational as part of Polynt Composites UK Ltd. 

 

� Polyester mixing building: the building consists of two areas, both with drum filling points, nine mixers 

and a silo that sits between the two floors, a wax smelter on the 1st floor and several jet pumps on the 

ground floor used for the mixers. A laboratory is located at the 1st floor and is used for the testing of the 

resins for viscosity and gel times and various other quality control tests. Note: this building will still be 

operational as part of Polynt Composites UK Ltd. 

 

� Raw material and intermediates tank farms and TDI building; 

� Drum and IBC storage areas; 

� Waste storage area; 

� Tanker parking area 

� Warehousing; 

� Biological Effluent Treatment Plant and other utilities (steam boiler house, hot oil boilers x3, sprinkler 

house, cooling tower, etc.); 

� Maintenance workshop and an area compacted chalk; 

� Engineering building; 

� Laboratory and Technical Services Building; 

� Amenity block (mess room and changing facilities); 

� Administrative building; 

� Polynt Composites Ltd Offices (Laboratory & Offices) 

� Car park. 

 

A site layout plan is provided in Figure 2 (below). 
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Figure 2 - Site layout plan 

 
 

2.2 Site History 

The site comprised undeveloped land pre 1965 until several buildings associated with a chemical works were 

identified on the southwest of the site pre 1971. By 1993 the works had expanded towards the northeast of 

the site and tanks are recorded in the south. By 1993 the current site layout is recorded comprising tanks and 

buildings covering the site. 

 

Surrounding land uses (within 250m) have included: 

� A warehouse 100m southwest for pre 1972 to present; 

� A chemical works 110m northeast pre 1972 to pre 2006; 

� An unspecified works 170m northwest pre 1978 to present. 

 

The site was developed in the late 1960s and resin manufacture commenced on site in 1967. Originally, only 

about a third of the current operational area was developed. Since then, other areas of the site have been 

added, particularly the addition of extra reactors and blenders between 1973 and 1976, addition of further 

blending operations in 1991 and 1995, and addition of a drum filling building in 1984. Each of these 

production developments has resulted in associated storage tanks and other infrastructure installation. 

 

The facility was originally developed by Laporte Industries (now Cristal Global) and Synres of Holland, and the 

business was subsequently acquired by Coates Brothers in 1970. Coates brothers was acquired by TOTAL in 

1990, with Cray Valley Ltd formed as part of the Total group in 1992; Arkema Purchased the Coatings part of 

Polynt  
UK 
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the business in July 2011, with the Structural business remaining with TOTAL as part of CCP Composites UK 

(now Polynt Composites). A Tolling agreement was in place between Arkema and CCP Composites for the 

manufacture of structural resins. 

 

The site history regarding operating activities at the Stallingborough plant is the following: 

� The site was acquired in 1967 by Coates Bros from Laporte Synres; 

� The UPR production increased in 1987 and the site extended to the North early 1990’s (extension to the 

North and Northeast of current Road C); 

� The original site was of 7 acres and in 1988 a further 10 acres of land extended to the Humber Estuary at 

the rear was purchased from the Company Millennium Organic Chemicals (Cristal Global), This remains 

undeveloped; 

� The site was acquired by Cray Valley in 1990; 

� The gelcoat plant was built in 1994; 

� The production capacity increases in 2001 / 2002 and the coating capacity expands in 2003 (Reactor 3 

(OPFE Manufacture) and Reactor 5 for Deco products); 

� Reactor 5 was installed in 2002/3 (reactor building extension); 

� The Toluene Di Isocyanate (TDI) storage tank and handling facility was installed around 2002 for the 

manufacture of urethane-modified alkyd resins (transfer of this activity from Machen, South Wales to 

Stallingborough); 

� No major change has occurred in the manufacturing processes and its location; 

� No major change had occurred in the nature of main raw materials. However, 10 aerial storage tanks 

were installed to replace underground storage tanks of raw materials in the area comprised between 

current roads B&C and roads 3&4. The capacity of these USTs was 55 m³ each and contained styrene (x3), 

Propylene Glycol (x1), glycerin or castor oil (x1), Diethylene glycol (x1), glycerol (x1), white spirit (x2) and 

xylene (x1).  

� The conversion (USTs to ASTs) plan began on February 20, 1995. USTs were degassed and removed in 

1995-1996. Soil testing was carried out and the excavated area was backfilled.  

� The USTs were removed in 1996 during their lifetime circa: 1966 ~1996, basic Hydrostatic testing of the 

tank integrity was carried out, and subsequent soil sample analysis would seem to substantiate the 

integrity of the tanks.  

� The tanks when removed were found to be in very good condition and although constructed from carbon 

steel they had been coated a bitumastic coving which had protected the steel. 

� The whole ASTs on site dated from 1970 to 2008. 

� The engineering workshop was previously located at the current filled resin building; 

� No major incidents/accidents have occurred on the site. 

� Historically, much of the site did not have hardstanding and would have been used for storage of various 

raw materials, waste and product. 

� The former USTs (see the above) were stored in 2002 above ground on-site on an area of un-made 

ground near the waste and intermediate storage areas. No leaks or integrity problems were reported 

with the former USTs. Limited soil sampling was undertaken in the vicinity of the former USTs which did 

not identify any major concerns. A visual inspection of the former USTs did not identify any obvious 

problems with the condition and integrity of the tanks, although the inspection was limited. 
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2.3 Geology 

The geology of the installation is summarised from published BGS maps.  Superficial deposits are recorded by 

the BGS as Tidal Flat Deposits/ Marine and Estuarine Alluvium comprising Clay and Silt.  Bedrock geology 

across the entire site and extending to the east west and south is Flamborough Chalk Formation, described as 

a white, well bedded, flint free chalk with common marl seams, recorded thicknesses range from 160m to 

265m.  On shore mapping does not mark bedrock geology in the estuary area.  

 

Superficial deposits of Till are recorded approximately 2.5km to the south west of the site.  Beach and Tidal 

Flat Deposits (Undifferentiated) comprising Clay Silt and Sand are present 260m to the north east of the site 

corresponding with the estuary coastline.  

 

No faults are located within 1km of the site. 

 

The geology can be seen in plan form in Appendix 8.   

 

Geological Map Sheet no. 81, Patrington, scale 1:50 000, Solid & Drift edition (1991) shows the site to be 

underlain by Marine and Estuarine Alluvium (clay silt or undifferentiated) underlain by Flamborough Chalk. 

No technological borehole log has been provided on site or in its vicinity. 

 

2.4 Hydrogeology 

Shallow perched groundwater may be present within made ground, and potentially within more permeable 

horizons of the underlying drift materials. Shallow groundwater, where present, is likely to flow towards 

surface water courses to the east and/or the River Humber to the north.  The Environment Agency classifies 

the marine and estuarine alluvium as a low permeability drift deposit.  The drift deposits at the site are not 

classified under the Environment Agency Aquifer Designation system. 

 

The Chalk bedrock beneath the site is classified by the Environment Agency as a major aquifer. This type of 

aquifer may be highly productive and able to support large abstractions for water supply. It should be noted 

that a saline intrusion is considered likely to be present due to historic over abstraction the area. The quality 

of water may therefore in practise be poor and unsuitable for public supply.  In addition, the expected 

thickness of estuarine clay is likely to offer a considerable degree of protection to the underlying Chalk from 

surface sources of ground contamination, except in the event of penetration of the drift by boreholes, deep 

foundations etc. 

 

A groundwater source protection zone (Zone 2) outer zone is located approximately 800m to the west of the 

site with the inner zone (Zone 1) a further 500m west.  Groundwater beneath the site is assessed under the 

Environment Agency River Basin Management Plan (RBMP) 2009, Groundwater, as a quantitative quality of 

poor and a chemical quality of poor (deteriorating).  

 

See WSP / PB report report no 70013935-10447(5) for full details of hydrogelolgy from 2015 investigation 

study. Report previously made available to EA for review 
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The following currently licensed groundwater abstractions have been identified from the Envirocheck 

regulatory database search within 2km of the installation. 

 

Operator Abstraction Type Distance/Direction 

from site 

Associated British Ports Private Water Undertaking: Raw Water 

Supply 

900m west 

Hydro Fertilisers Ltd Chemicals: Process Water 1.4km west 

Associated British Ports Transport: General Washing  1.4km west 

Associated British Ports Private Water Undertaking: Process Water 1.4km west 

J D Mccarthy General Farming and Domestic 1.8km south 

 

The site environmental sensitivity with respect to groundwater is considered to be low, as the underlying 

major aquifer is likely to be protected from site derived contamination by the intervening low permeability 

deposits. 

2.5 Hydrology 

The river Humber is located in the external east limit of the site. The asset is located 8 kilometers from the 

estuary of the River Humber. The plant is included in a flood exposure area. There is a local flood alert 

warning programme. 

2.6 Surface water features 

The surface water features in the vicinity of the site are shown in Appendix 9 and are as follows.  

  

North Beck Drain flows past the east of the manufacturing site and discharges into the River Humber 300m 

north-east of the site. 

   

The majority of the banks of the River Humber are of ecological importance and are classified as a Site of 

Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), Special Protection Area (EU designation) and a Ramsar site (EU designation).  

These classifications do not apply immediately in the vicinity of Immingham Docks and the site, but refer to 

areas located along the northern shore of the River Humber and from approximately 800m south-east of the 

site. 

 

Surface water drainage for the site is shown in Appendix 10. 

 

As discussed in section 2.4, shallow groundwater, where present, is likely to flow towards surface water 

courses to the east and/or the River Humber to the north. 

 

The site sensitivity with respect to surface water is considered moderate given the proximity of North Beck 

Drain, to which shallow groundwater from the site may drain (potentially conveying contamination), and 

which in turn drains to the River Humber with its ecologically sensitive foreshore area.  
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3. Remaining facilities (Post Demolition) 

Part of the site will remain operational as part of Polynt Composites UK. The remaining operational areas of 

the plant will be the PMB, the Gelcoat building, the dry goods warehouse, 10 intermediate tanks containing 

unsaturated polyester resin in styrene (this is the same number as previously in place, although 4 tanks have 

been replaced with tanks that currently store coatings resins), 7 intermediate tanks with no currently 

intended use and a styrene storage tank (30m³).  

 

The engineering building will also remain as will the concrete bunded drum/IBC storage areas. There would 

be no process reactions carried out on the site only ambient temperature blending. 

 

The areas to demolished are down to slab level. There has been no breaking of the concrete or hardstanding 

areas. 

 

4. Changes to activities 

There have been no changes to activities since the IPPC application in 2006, full details of the activities at, 

and layout of the installation (including installation boundary) were provided in Section 2.1 and 2.2 of the 

IPPC Permit Application.  

 

The table below lists new ‘dangerous substances’ used on site that were not identified in the Application Site 

Condition Report Appendix D1. 

 
Substance Use Storage Annual use Qty on site Toxicity / Environmental harm 

Dibutylethanolamine Raw Material Drums 75,000Kgs 10,000Kgs Harmful to aquatic life with long lasting 

effects 

Statsafe 3000 Raw Material Drums 858Kgs 

(2012) 

Replaced in 

2013. 

400Kgs Very toxic to aquatic organisms, may 

cause long-term adverse effects in the 

aquatic environment 

Nutromex N&P 102 BETP Nutrient IBCs 2,000Kgs 2,000Kgs May contribute to eutrophication if 

released to surface waters. Readily 

biodegradable 

5. Measures taken to protect Land 

5.1 Infrastructure monitoring and maintenance 

The objectives of the Infrastructure monitoring and maintenance programme comprise; 

� To ensure (as far as practicable) that pollution prevention measures are sufficient to prevent the 

emission of pollutants to land; 

� To demonstrate and maintain the effectiveness of the pollution prevention measures at the site 

throughout the life of the installation; 

� To ensure adequate maintenance, inspection and testing of infrastructure monitoring to demonstrate its 

effectiveness throughout the life of the installation. 

 

The programme of infrastructure monitoring was introduced in the Permit Application Site Report (ASR). The 

existing inspection, testing and maintenance programme for pollution prevention infrastructure was found to 

meet the objectives above. 
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As a result the ASR concluded the installation presented “little likelihood of pollution” to ground and 

groundwater beneath the installation using the methodology presented in the H7 guidance note. 

Since compilation of the ASR and permit application, the site completed a review of the infrastructure 

monitoring programme and introduced a more formalised approach to inspection and monitoring of 

infrastructure.  

 

Details of the pollution prevention monitoring programme for all of the systems, activities and associated 

containment infrastructure at the installation (as listed in Appendix D2 of the ASR) is summarised below. 

These systems have been in place since the permit was issued in 2006. 

5.1.1 Overview 

In accordance with site procedures listed below, pipework, hardstanding, tanks, bunds and process vessels 

have been regularly formally inspected through the site’s Planned Preventative Maintenance and ‘Planned 

General Inspection’ (PGI) systems. 

 

Reference Document 

ENG0.001  Storage Tank Inspection 

EO1.001 Reactor and Blender shutdown inspection procedure 

QSHE2.036 Planned General Inspection (PGI procedure) 

QSHE2.022 Bund, Hard Standing and Tank Inspections 

5.1.2 Above Ground Storage Tanks 

In order to ensure the integrity of all primary containment storage tanks on site to prevent accidental release 

to the environment, a rigorous inspection and monitoring programme has been implemented and 

maintained for all tanks on site 

 

In accordance with QSHE procedure 2.036 (Procedure for Planned General Inspections) and QSHE2.022 

(Procedure for Bund, Hard Standing and Tank Inspections), all storage tanks have been subject to monthly 

visual inspections for signs of damage, leaks or corrosion. 

 

The purpose of the PGI system is to ensure that the workplace is regularly inspected for hazards. Once these 

hazards have been identified they must be classified according to their potential severity so that the actions 

can be prioritised and carried out to rectify the unsafe act or condition. These monthly inspections also 

included the associated tank bund (see section 3.2) and pipework (see section 3.3); a summary of the key 

significant or repetitive issues have been logged by the site since 2007, with details of the remedial actions 

taken. This is shown in figure 3, below. 

 

 

The checklist used for such inspections is shown in appendix 2.
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Figure 3 - Bunds and Tank PGI Summary 

 

Year

# of 
scheduled 

inspections

# of 
completed 

inspections
Person(s) 

responsible Completion %

Environmental 
Risk (if not 
corrected) Remedial actions taken

R
Resin storage tank pumps leaking into mini bund Low Pumps repaired, seals re-packed or replaced to prevent leakage.

S Leak identified on Holding Tank 12 Moderate Tank drained, inspected and repaired.

R
Water in secondary containment bund Low Bunds pumped out at the time of inspection and monitored on a 

daily basis by the environmental technician
R Various debris (engineering) left in bunds Low Removed at time of inspections

R
Steam leaks on storage tanks Low Recorded on engineering request maintenance database and 

repaired.

S + R Resin and water present in HT8-12 bund Moderate Bund pumped empty into IBCs and jetted clean.

R
Bund pumps not working on various bunds which are 
needed to remove rain water.

Low Recorded on engineering request maintenance database and 
repaired.

S
PT A-E, PT H-N & RMT 9-16 – Some slight corrosion of 
the offloading pipework

Low

R
Most bunds require a clean as water, resin, engineering 
debris and litter are present

Moderate Bunds were cleaned with all contaminants removed

S HT15 Resin spillage into bund (Incident U54/09) Moderate Bund pumped out into IBCs. Bund jetted and cleaned.

R
Mini bund at PT P-S and HT 8-12 full of water and resin Low Bunds pumped out and cleaned leaking pumps repaired. 

Considered removal of mini bunds.

R BETP bund floor condition deteriorating Moderate Condition reviewed and cracks repaired. Ongoing review of 
condition.

2011 12 11
Martin Gorton /

Jonathan Williams
91.7% R

Issues with contaminated bunds (resin, water and 
debris), in particular HT8-12 and mini bunds.

Moderate Condition of all bunds on site reviewed. All contaminants listed for 
each bund. Cleaning requirements established and completed. 
Cleaning of bunds prioritised using criteria such as level of 
contaminant and whether the bunds fall within remit of EA 
COMAH review. All bunds cleaned using Veolia or other 
contractors.

2012 12 11 Jonathan Williams 91.7% R

Mini bund at PT P-S and HT 8-12 full of water and resin 
again.

Low Bunds cleaned, leaks repaired and mini-binds were then removed 
to slab level. This has allowed easy identification of future leaks 
and made it easy to clean before significant build of  water and 
resin is present again.

S Resin leak into bund at HT8-12 Moderate All tanks inspected and removed from service. Bund cleaned.
R Various engineering debris left in bunds Low All debris removed from bunds

2014 6 6 Jonathan Williams 100.0% S
BETP bund floor condition deteriorating again. Bund 
doesn't appear to be watertight.

High Repairs made to walls and slab. New resin floor and wall coating 
applied.

Totals 90 81 90.0%

12

Significant (S) or Repetitive (R) findings

91.7%
Ian Martin /

Martin Gorton
11122007

2008 100.0%

122010

66.7%Martin Gorton812

Martin Gorton11

Martin Gorton12

2013 91.7%Jonathan Williams1112

2009

91.7%
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In addition to the monthly internal inspections, all tanks were visually inspected for signs of degradation or 

corrosion mechanisms by a competent EEMUA 159 Tank assessor from TesTex on 10th October – 21st October 2011. 

A 350 page report was compiled (Report number VIS-11-10-730) and actions were taken in accordance with 

recommendations and issues raised. 

 

All storage tanks are also inspected in accordance with procedure ENG0.001 which documents the formal periodic 

inspection regime for atmospheric storage tanks on the Stallingborough Site. Each atmospheric storage tank on site 

has had an individual Written Scheme of Examination (WSE) created by a competent person. The WSE’s all include 

the following details:- 

� Technical Details 

⇒ The design and construction details of the tank, including the usage and operating conditions of the tank 

and reference to the appropriate drawings. 

⇒ Details of the auxiliary equipment associated with the tank, which will have a separate preventive 

maintenance routine. 

⇒ Details of tank fixtures. 

 

� Corrosion Mechanisms 

⇒ Likely degradation mechanisms for the storage tank, taking in to account the materials of construction, the 

tank contents and the normal and operating conditions. 

 

� Risk Assessment 

⇒ In order to determine the Inspection frequency for all storage tanks, the site developed a Risk Rating 

system. This system uses a Risk Assessment methodology in order to determine the risk rating of each 

storage tank. 

 

� Tank history 

⇒ Including any changes to contents, usage or capacity. 

 

� Tank repairs 

⇒ Including any painting, welding or other repairs to tank or associated ancillary equipment. 

 

� Anticipated repairs 

⇒ This includes future repairs to complete if the tank remains in operation. 

 

� Recommendations 

⇒ Any other recommendations by the testing company. 

 

All tanks on site were subject to in service and out of service inspections determined by the risk assessment 

findings. All completed inspections were undertaken in accordance with EEMUA 159 guidance by an approved, 

competent EEMUA Assessor. This procedure, risk assessment methodology and inspection regime was approved by 

the HSE. An example of a storage tank WSE is shown in appendix 3. 

 

Associated records Location 

Monthly PGI inspection reports  
Site Storage tank inspection report (VIS-

11-10-730) 
 

Storage tank WSE’s 
 

Records of inspections Engineering SHIRES Planned Maintenance Database 
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5.1.2.1 Storage tank removal history 

Since 2006 a number of storage tanks have been taken out of service or completely removed, these are 

summarised below: 

 
Tanks Contents Comments 

PT A, B, C, D, E, H, J, K, L, M, N Polyester resin Old and failing tanks removed from site due to age 

and condition. Demolished by Ron Hull Demolition 

and Dismantling in 2012. 

Before After 

 
 

 
Tanks Contents Comments 

HT 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 Alkyd Resin Taken out of service due to failing NDT inspections. 

They remain empty on site awaiting demolition. 

 

5.1.3 Reactors and Blenders 

Reactors have been inspected annually by an insurance company and subject to annual planned 

maintenance. Blenders were also inspected annually by the insurance company and informally inspected by 

site operators during regular operational activities. 

 

Associated records Location 

Reactor and Blender insurance inspection reports Engineering SHIRES Planned Maintenance Database 

 Records office (hard copies) 

 

5.1.4 Roads and Hardstanding 

The integrity of the hardstanding and containment kerbs in delivery, storage, transfer and handling areas is a 

key pollution prevention measure to ensuring the soil and groundwater beneath the site does not become 

contaminated as a result of the sites activities or releases. 

 

To ensure this, all such areas have been visually inspected using the following systems/procedures: 

 

� Informal visual inspections of roads and hardstanding are conducted by site personnel during daily 

activities. Any damaged areas reported using the Engineering Request database system, with repairs 

made as required. An example of an entry into the database is shown below in figure 4. 
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Figure 4 - EMR Database road repair example 

 
 

� Formal inspections have been completed on an annual basis to identify any signs of damage or wear. 

Particular attention has been paid to the tanker loading/offloading points and material storage areas. In 

accordance with site QSHE Procedure 2.022, the hardstanding checks look for any obvious cracks in the 

surface, any signs of vegetation growth, any obvious staining of the offloading areas. The summary of the 

findings from each annual inspection is below in figure 5. This summary has been updated on an annual 

basis following the completion of each inspection. 

 

⇒ The checklist used for these inspections is shown in appendix 4. 

 

Since 2006 some areas have been resurfaced after showing signs of degradation. The significant areas are 

shown in figure 6 below. 

 

Associated records Location 

Engineering Request database Public Drive 

Annual Inspection reports  
SPMP summary log  
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Figure 5 - Roads and Hardstanding PGI summary 

 

# of 
scheduled 

inspections

# of 
completed 

inspections
Person(s) 

responsible
Completion 

% Significant findings

Environmental 
Risk (if not 
corrected) Remedial actions taken

Road A is showing signs of surface wear, but there are no major 
cracks that create a pollution risk. Minimal activities that pose 
pollution risk operator in this area. No source pathway receptor link.

Low No further action required. Continue to monitor.

Significant worn surface at the bottom of Road B that connects to 
road 4. In close proximity to raw material tanker offloading areas on 
Road 4. Road four the worst condition roadway on the site and 
needs resurfacing.

High Full area resurfaced including all tanker offloading areas. See map 
for details of area covered. Once work completed, environmental 
risk is none as the pathway link has been removed to soil or 
groundwater.

By the waste area there is a crack along the concrete pad Low Crack has been repaired.

1 0 Martin Gorton 0.0%
This inspection was missed after Martin took over the position from 
Ian. An oversight meant that the system lapsed this year.

Unknown Martin trained in the inspection system to ensure future 
inspections are not missed and the environment remains to be 
protected.

Some significant wear between HT8 – 12 and PQRS. Tanker 
loading area and evidence of resin drips from overhead loading 
lines.

Moderate Road 5 area re-surfaced. See surface repair map for areas 
covered.

Resin staining around HT22 from temporary filter system drips. Low Moved filter into a temporary bund to prevent drips and cleaned 
area

1 1 Martin Gorton 100.0%
STILL resin staining around HT22 from temporary filter system 
drips.

Moderate Area cleaned thoroughly. New "IBC" Bund supplied. Operators 
informed of hose storage and cleaning regime expected to prevent 
contamination.

Temporary filter bund at HT22 bund is almost full of resin. Risk of 
leaks onto concrete.

Low Emptied bund and supplied new bund. Regularly monitored.

Safety hazard – Tarmac breaking up under tanker loading line down 
road 5

None Area repaired with new tarmac.

Safety hazard – Pot holes outside reactor building entrance on road 
2

None Pot holes repaired with new tarmac.

Significant cracking to concrete on Road B outside PMB along 
drainage channel - Tanker loading area nearby.

Low Area repaired and re-surfaced with new concrete (see map).

Resin contaminated concrete at rear of yard HT22 area Low Area cleaned again. Filter stood onto an "IBC bund"
Crack appearing down the middle of the road near TDI tanker 
offloading.

Moderate Strip of concrete down the middle of the road re-surface (see map 
for location)

Drainage channel outside warmroom has significant damage and 
concrete breaking up - Sludge tanker loading area

Low Drainage gully removed, and concrete surface made good.

1 1 Jonathan 100.0% No issues identified - All previous recommendations completed. Low

1 1 James Cribbes 100.0%

No significant changes since the last inspection. Low Overall the site roadways and surfaces are in faircondition. Some 
weeds are growing through some cracks, but these appear to be 
surface cracks and not in any high risk areas. The tanker loading 
and offloading areas all have good condition hardstanding and do 
not pose a risk to the environment.
The only area of concern is at the rear of the yard near to the IBC 
storage areas, where large cracks are visible. There are no leaks 
from IBCs and no demolition will occur in this area.

No actions have been raised at this point. To review following 
demolition.

All pipes and lines will be cleaned and removed as part of the site 
demolition so no actions required here.

There is no intention to break the concrete surface during 
demolition. However, the condition will be reviewed following the 
demolition project and any areas made good where necessary.

100.0%James Cribbes11

100.0%
Jonathan 
Williams

100.0%Martin Gorton11

11 100.0%Ian Martin

11
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Figure 6 - Significant road repair summary map 
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5.1.5 Bunds 

The integrity of the sites secondary containment measures is a key pollution prevention measure should a release 

from the primary containment systems occur. In order to ensure the continued integrity of the secondary 

containment measures, the condition has been monitored using the following systems. 

 

� In accordance with site QSHE procedure 2.036 (Procedure for Planned General 

Inspections), tanks and bunds have been regularly formally inspected on a monthly basis using the same checklist 

for the tanks shown in Appendix 2. A summary of the key significant or repetitive issues have been logged by the 

site since 2007, with details of the remedial actions taken. This is shown in figure 3 above. 

 

� In addition to the monthly PGI checks, contractor N J James Ltd was appointed to carry out a visual inspection 

of all existing bund structures at the Arkema site. 

 

The purpose of the inspection was to establish the condition of the existing bunds relevant to the Environment 

Agency secondary containment policy requirements. The inspection was carried out on the 18th January 2012 and 

was made on a visual basis only; no plant or equipment was moved, no breaking out or intrusive investigations 

were undertaken. 

 

Significant repairs and improvements completed as a result of the 2012 inspection are summarised in figure 7 

below: 
 

Figure 7 - 2012 Bund condition and remedial work summary 

 
 

Associated records Location 

Bund PGI reports  
Bund inspection report – N J James 

 

Bund area Hazards Environmental Toxicity Information
5%  top tier 
COMAH Walls Slab Remedial works / Comments

Holding Tanks - 22 - 31 Flammable Do not discharge into drains or the environment, 
Insoluble in water

No Good Fair No Improvement required at this time.
Continue to monitor.

Holding Tanks - 16 - 21 Flammable Do not discharge into drains or the environment, 
Insoluble in water

No Fair Fair No Improvement required at this time.
Continue to monitor.

UPR Storage Bund Flammable Do not discharge into drains or the environment, 
Insoluble in water

No Fair Fair No Improvement required at this time.
Continue to monitor.

Holding Tanks - 8 - 12 Flammable Do not discharge into drains or the environment, 
Insoluble in water

No Fair Fair Tank farm not in use

Holding Tanks - 15 - 17 & PTs 
PQRS

Flammable Do not discharge into drains or the environment. 
Insoluble in water;
Do not discharge into drains or the environment. 
Styrene readily biodegradable.

No Fair Fair No Improvement required at this time.
Continue to monitor.

PA Storage Harmful Do not release into the environment and allow to enter 
drains.  Slightly hazardous to water.     

No Fair Fair No Improvement required at this time.
Continue to monitor.

Solvent Recovery Flammable, Discharge to the environment prohibited.  Insoluble in 
water.   

No Good Poor Repair planned for 2014 at same time as BETP repair.
No longer required - Plant closure.

Oil Storage Flammable

 

Non harmful to the environment. No Poor Good Non hazardous to environment. Repair was proposed for 
H2 2014. No longer required.

DCPD Recovery Flammable;
Dangerous to the 
Environment

Toxic to aquatic organisms.  Dangerous to the 
environment if discharged into watercourses.    

Good Fair No Improvement required at this time.
Continue to monitor.

Raw Material Storage Flammable;
Dangerous to the 
Environment

Yes Very Poor Fair Bund wall repairs completed by scottons site services 
October 2012.
• Resealing a number of poor or missing seals at pipe 
entry.
• Point up the concrete where it has spalled or there are 
blow holes. 
• Repair cracks & paint concrete

Effluent Treatment May be harmful to the 
environment

Variable toxicity / environmental harm - assume worst 
case.

No Fair Very Poor Bund walls and floor repaired using resin technology
02/05/2014
PO6500344984

Maleic Storage Harmful/Corrosive Do not allow to contaminate groundwater of enter 
surface water system.  

No Fair Fair No Improvement required at this time.
Continue to monitor.

TDI Building Very Toxic Harmful to aquatic organisms Yes Good Good No Action Required

Bund Material contents *Assumed worst case raw material within bund* Bund condition
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5.1.6 Pipework inspection 

The site ensures that all pipes and lines are regularly inspected to in order to identify any early signs of 

degradation that may lead to releases that could harm the environment. Pipework is inspected using the 

following systems and procedures: 

 

� Informal visual inspections of transfer pipelines are conducted by site personnel during supervision of 

tanker loading / offloading. 

� Pipework is inspected visually as part of the monthly bund PGI checks (Appendix 2).  

� Formal inspection of transfer pipelines are also undertaken as part of the site’s PGI system on an annual 

basis using the checklist in appendix 4. 

�  

 

Associated records Location 

Monthly Bund PGI’s  
Annual Pipeline PGI’s  

 

A summary of the findings from the annual checks as been recorded since 2007, with the results shown in 

figure 8 below.
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Figure 8 - Summary of Annual pipework inspection findings 

 
 

 

 

 

Year

# of 
scheduled 

inspections

# of 
completed 

inspections
Person(s) 

responsible
Completion 

% Significant findings

Environmental 
Risk (if not 
corrected) Remedial actions taken

Flaking paint on various RMT lines (see above) and RMT pump 
flanges

Low Cleaned and painted highlighted areas.

Rust on soya delivery pipes as they cross the bund wall on the end 
nearest the Tofa tanks

Low Cleaned and painted highlighted areas.

Rusty pipework outside substation B Low Cleaned and painted highlighted areas.

2008 1 0 Martin Gorton 0.0%
This inspection was missed after Martin took over the position from 
Ian. An oversight meant that the system lapsed this year.

Unknown Martin trained in the inspection system to ensure future 
inspections are not missed and the environment remains to be 
protected.

2009 1 1 Martin Gorton 100.0%

Section for PTP&Q delivery lines are quite rusty, sections should be 
replaced.
Lines on RMT25-27 are now all stainless steel (Oct-09)
Lines on EC25-27 are now all stainless steel (Jun-09)

Low Replaced badly corroded sections with stainless steel. Cleaned 
and painted all other areas.

2010 1 1 Martin Gorton 100.0%
No significant issues identified during this inspection. All lines in 
satisfactory condition. Regular painting is prevent rust formation on 
carbon steel lines.

Low Continue to monitor and issues will be reported using the EMR 
database.

No significant issues identified during this inspection. All lines in 
satisfactory condition. Regular painting is prevent rust formation on 
carbon steel lines.

Continue to monitor and issues will be reported using the EMR 
database.

EC14 system now has stainless steel lines.

2012 1 1 James Cribbes 100.0% Solvent recovery lines showing signs of slight surface corrosion. Low Cleaned and painted lines to prevent further degradation.

2013 1 1
Jonathan 
Williams

100.0%
No significant issues identified during this inspection. All lines in 
satisfactory condition. Regular painting is prevent rust formation on 
carbon steel lines.

Low Continue to monitor and issues will be reported using the EMR 
database.

2014 1 1 James Cribbes 100.0%

No significant issues identified during this inspection. All lines in 
satisfactory condition. Regular painting is prevent rust formation on 
carbon steel lines.

Low All pipes and lines will be cleaned and removed as part of the site 
demolition. Lines will be blown clear and flushed with water and 
detergent to decontaminate prior to removal.

2011 100.0%

Low

11

Jonathan 
Williams

11

2007 100.0%Ian Martin
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5.1.6.1 NDT Inspection 

A site wide pipeline inspection was carried out at on the 30th April to 30th May 2012 by TesTex in 

accordance with the current issue of the TesTex Inspection Procedure Proc-010. This inspection utilised 

Spot Ultrasonic (UT) thickness measurements to ascertain baseline readings, also a full visual inspection 

using a Cambridge measuring gauge where accessible. 

 
The inspection consisted of the following: 

� A full visual inspection with digital images recorded for reporting purposes. 

� Spot Ultrasonic (UT) thickness measurements to ascertain baseline readings. 

� Additional UT scans and measurements to areas of concern at visual inspection. 

 

All Issues raised were all addressed and repairs completed. 

 

Associated records Location 

Site-wide Pipeline Inspection NDT Report (Ref: UT-

12-04-201) 
 

  

 

5.1.7 Tertiary Containment 

A 30cm high concrete kerb surrounds the perimeter of the site. In 2013, the tertiary containment was 

reviewed as required by the Environment Agency. Following the completion of a tertiary containment risk 

assessment, additional bunds and kerbing were installed along the eastern and southern boundaries of the 

site to prevent fire water run-off from exiting the site or entering the unmade ground in the event of a 

major emergency. 

 

Appendix 5 shows the areas improved to the sites tertiary containment. 

 

Associated records Location 

Tertiary Containment Risk Assessment  
 

5.1.8 Overfill protection 

A phased installation of High Level protection devices has been implemented on storage tanks since 2007. 

All storage tanks on site (with the exception of RMT24/25; non hazardous) had independent high level 

protection to prevent overfills and release to the environment. 

 

High level protection devices are inspected annually as part of a planned preventative maintenance 

programme 

 

Associated records Location 

Inspection records Engineering SHIRES Planned Maintenance Database 

Vessel overfill protection 

assessment 2008 
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5.1.9 Surface water and foul drainage 

All storm water run-off and waste water generated from cleaning activities within the process buildings is 

discharged into one of three small interceptor pits present on site (EC10, EC4 or EC5). Details of the 

interceptor pits present on site are recorded in the table below: 

 

Interceptor 

Number 

Pit Description Volume Integrity 

EC10 Concrete construction 9m3 Inspected on an annual basis 

EC4 Concrete construction 3m3 Inspected on an annual basis 

EC5 Concrete construction 6m3 Inspected on an annual basis 

EC11/12/13 Concrete construction  140m3 Drained and cleaned annually and its condition 

reported upon 

 

From the interceptor pit, the water is pumped to the site’s BETP via the main interceptor EC11/12/13. 

There are no releases from the installation direct to surface water or to the municipal foul sewer.   

 

The drainage systems on site comprise of clay pipes, with some sections reported to date back from when 

each area of the site was developed, mainly prior to the late 1970s.    

 

In order to ensure the integrity of drainage and interceptor systems: 

� The Interceptors have been subject to annual inspection and cleaning regimes. A summary of the 

inspections is shown below in figure 12. 

 

� The drainage system is subject to 3 yearly CCTV inspections.  High pressure jetting and CCTV 

surveillance of the drains was last completed in 2008 and 2011 and 2015 (see figure97 below). 

 

� Note: all remedial works identified in the latest inspection have now been completed. 

 
Figure 9 - CCTV Inspection records from SHIRES database 

 
 

Associated records Location 

Interceptor Integrity Inspections (and 

Photographs) 
 

CCTV Inspection records Engineering SHIRES Planned Maintenance Database 

 

The last CCTV survey was completed from the 6th February to the 18th February 2015 by RPM Industrial 

Services Ltd. A summary of the findings is presented in figure 10 below: The full report and video footage of 
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the survey has been forwarded to Adam Pawson of the EA, at Environment Agency, Waterside House, 

Waterside North, Lincoln, LN2 5HA. 

 
Figure 10 - Drain condition summary (taken from CCTV report) 

 
 

 
 

Drain Reference Drain Location Function Condition summary Condition rating
Video 

reference
Pipe in good overall condition 2
Some small surface cracks along pipe. 2
2 Joints slightly misaligned 2

AMH004 - AMH005 UNDER GELCOATS Storm Water Some minor cracking along length of pipe 2 1-2

Overall good condition 2
Resin build up on inlet at 3m, Still flowing OK 2

Some minor cracking along length of pipe 2
3 joints slightly misaligned 1
Overall good condition - no concerns 2
Some minor surface cracking 2
Minor scale build up 1
4 Joints slightly misaligned 1
Minor crack in 2 places 2
100mm of pipe missing 4
Medium scale build up 2
1m crack running along pipe to joint 2
Inlet good condition 1
Light scale / resin build up along pipe 1
Good flow of water - No issues 1
Inlets all in good condition 1
Heavy build of resin/scale 3
Inlet good condition 1

AMH017 - AMH016 ROAD 1 - ROAD B Storm Water Good condition - No issues 1 1-9
Inlet blocked with resin 3
Inlet blocked with resin, spreads across main drain 4
Medium build up of resin/scale - does not affect water flow 2
Medium resin/scale build up, cracks in resin/scale build up 
only 2
Inlets all in good condition 1
Joint slightly offset @ 16.2m & 33.9m 2
Surface cracking @ 19m 2
Inlets all in good condition 1

AMH016 - AMH015 ROAD B (PMB) Storm Water 5 Joints slightly misaligned 1 2-3
3 joints slightly misaligned 1
Small cracks @ 6m 2
Resin/scale build up along pipe. Cracks in resin/scale 2
Slight scale in gasket joint @ 9.6m 2
Inlet good condition 1
Good flow through pipe 1
Crack a joint @ 7m 2
Joint not seated correctly @ 8.5m 2
Medium scale build up at joint @ 10m 2
Several cracks in last section of pipe 3
Inlet in good condition 1

AMH002 - AMH003 HT16 - 12 BUND AREA Storm Water Pipe in good condition - No issues 1 2-7
Inlets in good condition 1
Slight crack @ 1m and12.2m 2

AMH011 - AMH012 ROAD B Storm Water Large chunk of product in pipe. Unable to pass camera 3 2-9
AMH010 - AMH011 ROAD B - ROAD 4 Storm Water Large chunk of product in pipe. Unable to pass camera 3 2-10
AMH 011 - AMH010 ROAD 4 - ROAD B Storm Water Large chunk of product in pipe. Unable to pass camera 3 2-11

2-8AMH013 - AMH012 ROAD B Storm Water

2-6

AMH001 - AMH002 HT16 - TANKER AREA Storm Water
2-5

AMH014 - AMH013 ROAD B Storm Water

AMH018 - AMH017 ROAD 1: PMB - WEIGHBRIDGE Storm Water 1-8

AMH020 - AMH009 ROAD C - ROAD 4 Storm Water

2-1
AMH009 - AMH010 ROAD 4 Storm Water

2-2

AMH019 - AMH020 ROAD C Storm Water

1-10

1-7

AMH018 - AMH019 ROAD C: PMB - RB Storm Water
1-6

AMH008 - AMH009 ROAD 6 - ROAD 4/C Storm Water

AMH015 - AMH014 ROAD B Storm Water
2-4

1-4

AMH006 - AMH007 UNDER RM2 Storm Water

PT13/14 - GELCOATS Storm Water

AMH005 - AMH006 GELCOATS - RM2 Storm Water

AMH007 - AMH008 UNDER WHS Storm Water

1-5

1-1

1-3

AMH003 - AMH004

Near perfect condition/ No signs of leakage, sub-surface defects or previous repairs
Good condition: 0 - 10% of inspected area showing signs of deterioration
No cause for concern or any immediate action although some minor deterioration is evident.

Slight defect: ~10-30% of area inspected showing signs of deterioration
Action required to arrest deterioration or correct and existing defect. Signs of leakage. Surface cracks appearing in 
concrete retaining walls of pits and sumps. Recent surface overflows noticed. Drains backing up.
Need to stop further deterioration: ~30-50% of area inspected showing signs of deterioration.
Serious defects identified, based on visual inspection, action required to investigate further or remedy fault. 
Subsidence around manholes and underground drainage. Damaged or loose manhole covers.
Poor condition: 50-100% of area inspected showing signs of deterioration, or single area showing failure.

1

2

3

4
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For the condition of each drain and manhole, including cover condition, cover setting, chamber walls and 

benching etc. Please refer to manhole report pages of the CCTV drainage survey report. 

 

Details of the remedial actions from drainage survey are summarised are summarised in figure 11 below 

 
Figure 11 - Drainage survey remedial actions 

Video 
ref

Drain 
Reference Drain Location Function Condition summary

Condition 
rating Remedial Work Date

Pipe in good overall condition 2 N/A
Some small surface cracks along pipe. 2 N/A
2 Joints slightly misaligned 2 N/A

1-2 AMH005 UNDER GELCOATS Storm Water Some minor cracking along length of pipe 2 N/A

Overall good condition 2 N/A
Resin build up on inlet at 3m, Still flowing OK 2 N/A

Some minor cracking along length of pipe 2 N/A
3 joints slightly misaligned 1 N/A

Overall good condition - no concerns 2 N/A
Some minor surface cracking 2 N/A
Minor scale build up 1 N/A

4 Joints slightly misaligned 1 N/A
Minor crack in 2 places 2 N/A

100mm of pipe missing @ 30.6M 4
Area checked. Section 

replaced. 05/04/2015

Medium scale build up 2 N/A
1m crack running along pipe to joint 2 N/A
Inlet good condition 1 N/A

Light scale / resin build up along pipe 1 N/A
Good flow of water - No issues 1 N/A
Inlets all in good condition 1 N/A

Heavy build of resin/scale 3
Drains Jetted clean and 

debris removed
09/11/15 - 
26/11/15

Inlet good condition 1 N/A

1-9
AMH017 - 
AMH016 ROAD 1 - ROAD B Storm Water Good condition - No issues 1 N/A

Inlet blocked with resin 3
Drains Jetted clean and 

debris removed
09/11/15 - 
26/11/15

Inlet blocked with resin, spreads across main drain 4
Drains Jetted clean and 

debris removed
09/11/15 - 
26/11/15

Medium build up of resin/scale - does not affect water flow 2 N/A

Medium resin/scale build up, cracks in resin/scale build up 
only 2 N/A
Inlets all in good condition 1 N/A
Joint slightly offset @ 16.2m & 33.9m 2 N/A
Surface cracking @ 19m 2 N/A
Inlets all in good condition 1 N/A

2-3
AMH016 - 
AMH015 ROAD B (PMB) Storm Water 5 Joints slightly misaligned 1 N/A

3 joints slightly misaligned 1 N/A
Small cracks @ 6m 2 N/A

Resin/scale build up along pipe. Cracks in resin/scale 2 N/A
Slight scale in gasket joint @ 9.6m 2 N/A
Inlet good condition 1 N/A
Good flow through pipe 1 N/A

Crack a joint @ 7m 2 N/A
Joint not seated correctly @ 8.5m 2 N/A
Medium scale build up at joint @ 10m 2 N/A
Several cracks in last section of pipe 3 Section of pipe replaced 06/04/2015
Inlet in good condition 1 N/A

2-7
AMH002 - 
AMH003 HT16 - 12 BUND AREA Storm Water Pipe in good condition - No issues 1 N/A

Inlets in good condition 1 N/A
Slight crack @ 1m and12.2m 2 N/A

2-9
AMH011 - 
AMH012 ROAD B Storm Water Large chunk of product in pipe. Unable to pass camera 3

Drains Jetted clean and 
debris removed

09/11/15 - 
26/11/15

2-10
AMH010 - 
AMH011 ROAD B - ROAD 4 Storm Water Large chunk of product in pipe. Unable to pass camera 3

Drains Jetted clean and 
debris removed

09/11/15 - 
26/11/15

2-11
AMH 011 - 
AMH010 ROAD 4 - ROAD B Storm Water Large chunk of product in pipe. Unable to pass camera 3

Drains Jetted clean and 
debris removed

09/11/15 - 
26/11/15

2-8
AMH013 - 
AMH012 ROAD B Storm Water

2-5

AMH014 - 
AMH013

ROAD B Storm Water

2-6

AMH001 - 
AMH002

HT16 - TANKER AREA Storm Water

AMH009 - 
AMH010

ROAD 4 Storm Water

2-2

AMH020 - 
AMH009

ROAD C - ROAD 4 Storm Water

2-1

ROAD C: PMB - RB Storm Water

AMH019 - 
AMH020

ROAD C Storm Water

1-10

AMH018 - 
AMH017 ROAD 1: PMB - WEIGHBRIDGE Storm Water1-8

AMH015 - 
AMH014

ROAD B Storm Water
2-4

1-6

AMH008 - 
AMH009

ROAD 6 - ROAD 4/C Storm Water

1-7

AMH018 - 
AMH019

1-4

AMH006 - 
AMH007

UNDER RM2 Storm Water

PT13/14 - GELCOATS Storm Water

AMH005 - 
AMH006

GELCOATS - RM2 Storm Water

1-5

1-1

1-3

AMH003 - 
AMH004

AMH007 - 
AMH008

MANWAY ADJACENT WHS Storm Water
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Figure 12 - Summary of annual interceptor inspections 

 

Year

# of 
scheduled 

inspections

# of 
completed 

inspections
% 

Completion Interceptor Area Inspection results / Issues

Environmental 
Risk (if not 
corrected) Remedial actions taken / Comments

Interceptor cleaned and sludge deposited into skip for offsite disposal.
Visual check from ground level revealed no cracks or defects - hydro-dynamically 
appears fine.
Visual check from ground level revealed no cracks or defects (that could be 
observed) - hydro-dynamically appears fine.

Interceptor cleaned and sludge deposited in skip for offsite disposal
Visual check from ground level of first pit revealed no cracks or defects - hydro-
dynamically appears fine.
Interceptor cleaned and sludge deposited in skip for offsite disposal.
Visual check from ground level revealed no cracks or defects in any pit - hydro-
dynamically appears fine.

Interceptor cleaned and sludge deposited into skip for offsite disposal.
Visual check from ground level revealed no cracks or defects - hydro-dynamically 
appears fine.
Interceptor could not be cleaned - will be performed Q1 2010
Visual check from ground level revealed no cracks or defects (that could be 
observed) - hydro-dynamically appears fine.
Interceptor cleaned and sludge deposited in skip for offsite disposal
Visual check from ground level of first pit revealed no cracks or defects - hydro-
dynamically appears fine.
Interceptor cleaned and sludge deposited in skip for offsite disposal.
Visual check from ground level revealed no cracks or defects in any pit - hydro-
dynamically appears fine.

Interceptor cleaned and sludge deposited in IBC for offsite disposal
All interceptor have photographic documentation either from ground level 
check or interceptor entry checks under permit.

Visual check from ground level and interceptor entry revealed no cracks or defects 
- hydro-statically appears fine

All interceptor cleans, checks and photographs were supervised by either 
M Gorton (Environmental Technician), D Williams (Process Support 
Manager) or J Cribbes (SHE Officer).

Interceptor cleaned and sludge deposited in IBC for offsite disposal
Visual check from ground level and interceptor entry revealed no cracks or defects 
- hydro-statically appears fine
Interceptor cleaned and sludge deposited in IBC for offsite disposal
Visual check from ground level and interceptor entry revealed no cracks or defects 
- hydro-statically appears fine
Interceptor cleaned and sludge deposited in IBC for offsite disposal
Visual check from ground level and interceptor entry revealed no cracks or defects 
- hydro-statically appears fine

Interceptor cleaned and sludge deposited in IBC for offsite disposal
All interceptor have photographic documentation either from ground level 
check or interceptor entry checks under permit.

Visual check from ground level and interceptor entry revealed no cracks or defects 
- hydro-statically appears fine

All interceptor cleans, checks and photographs were supervised by either 
M Gorton (Environmental Technician) or J Cribbes (SHE Officer).

Interceptor cleaned and sludge deposited in IBC for offsite disposal
Visual check from ground level and interceptor entry revealed no cracks or defects 
- hydro-statically appears fine
Interceptor cleaned and sludge deposited in IBC for offsite disposal
Visual check from ground level and interceptor entry revealed no cracks or defects 
- hydro-statically appears fine
Interceptor cleaned and sludge deposited in IBC for offsite disposal
Visual check from ground level and interceptor entry revealed no cracks or defects 
- hydro-statically appears fine

None

Main None

75%

None

None

None

PMB None

BETP

Solvent Recovery

Main

34
2008

November

2009
April

4 4

100%44
2010
May

None

None

PMB

BETP

None

None

Solvent Recovery

Main

100%

PMB None

BETP None

Solvent Recovery None

Main None

2011
July

4 4 100%

PMB None

BETP None

Solvent Recovery
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Year

# of 
scheduled 

inspections

# of 
completed 
inspections

% 
Completion Interceptor Area Inspection results / Issues

Environmental 
Risk (if not 
corrected) Remedial actions taken / Comments

Interceptor cleaned and sludge deposited in IBC for offsite disposal

All inspected interceptors have photographic 
documentation either from ground level check or 
interceptor entry checks under permit.

Visual check from ground level and interceptor entry revealed no cracks 
or defects - hydro-statically appears fine

All interceptor cleans, checks and photographs 
were supervised by either J Williams

BETP
Not inspected!

Low
Although not inspected this year, previous 
inspections have never identified an issue. Low 
risk

Solvent Recovery
Not inspected!

Low
Although not inspected this year, previous 
inspections have never identified an issue. Low 
risk

Interceptor cleaned and sludge deposited in IBC for offsite disposal
Visual check from ground level and interceptor entry revealed no cracks 
or defects - hydro-statically appears fine

Interceptor cleaned and sludge deposited in IBC for offsite disposal

All inspected interceptors have photographic 
documentation either from ground level check or 
interceptor entry checks under permit.

Visual check from ground level and interceptor entry revealed no cracks 
or defects - hydro-statically appears fine

All interceptor cleans, checks and photographs 
were supervised by either J Williams

Interceptor cleaned and sludge deposited in IBC for offsite disposal
Visual check from ground level and interceptor entry revealed no cracks 
or defects - hydro-statically appears fine

Solvent Recovery
Not inspected!

Low
Although not inspected this year, previous 
inspections have never identified an issue. Low 
risk

Interceptor cleaned and sludge deposited in IBC for offsite disposal
Visual check from ground level and interceptor entry revealed no cracks 
or defects - hydro-statically appears fine

PMB
Interceptor cleaned and sludge deposited in IBC for offsite disposal. 
No evidence of cracks identified. Hydrostatically appears fine.

None

Cleaning of underground drains including 
detailed CCTV Survey and cleaning and uplift & 
disposal of resin contaminated sludge from the 
main interceptor.

Visual check from ground level and interceptor entry revealed no cracks 
or defects - hydro-statically appears fine

Solvent Recovery
Visual check from ground level and interceptor entry revealed no cracks 
or defects - hydro-statically appears fine

None

Interceptor cleaned and sludge deposited in IBC for offsite disposal
Visual check from ground level and interceptor entry revealed no cracks 
or defects - hydro-statically appears fine

PMB
Interceptor cleaned and sludge deposited in IBC for offsite disposal. 
No evidence of cracks identified. Hydrostatically appears fine.

None

Post demolition - Cleaning of underground 
drains including detailed CCTV Survey and 
cleaning and uplift & disposal of resin 
contaminated sludge from the main interceptor.

Visual check from ground level and interceptor entry revealed no cracks 
or defects - hydro-statically appears fine

Solvent Recovery
Visual check from ground level and interceptor entry revealed no cracks 
or defects - hydro-statically appears fine

None
Large quantitiy of debris/rubble removed from 
manhole near old solvent reocvery bund

Interceptor cleaned and sludge deposited in IBC for offsite disposal
Visual check from ground level and interceptor entry revealed no cracks 
or defects - hydro-statically appears fine

Main

BETP

2012
November

4 2 50%

PMB None

None

None

2013
June

4 3 75%

PMB None

Main None

Main

2015
February

4 4 100%

Main

None

None

BETP None

2015
November

4 4 100%
BETP None
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5.2 Spillage procedures 

The site has implemented comprehensive spillage containment and handling procedures (Ref: EP0.006). 

This procedure is in place to prevent environmental harm from unintended releases. It includes: 

� Use of the on site environmental spillage kits (11 of). 

� Fast, efficient clean up of spilled material. 

� Isolation of drainage systems to prevent discharge off site or to the BETP. 

� Spillage waste containment, labelling and disposal. 

 

All operational personnel are trained in the use of this procedure. 

 

5.3 Other considerations 

The activities within the installation boundary were operated under an environmental management system 

certified to ISO14001. This has included two visitis per annum since the permit application in 2006. We 

cancelled our ceritifcation to ISO14001, with confirmation of cancellation received on 11th November 2014. 

All environmental management systems do however, remain in place. 

 

Since the Permit was issued in 2006, the site implemented recommendations in the 19 point improvement 

plan issued by the Environment Agency. These were all signed off as complete. 

 

Associated records Location 

ISO 14001 Certificate  
Cancellation letter 
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6. Pollution incidents that may have had an impact on land 

The following table gives details of spillages of hazardous liquids on site that have been recorded since the 

permit Application in 2006.  All of these spillages were contained on site, and none resulted in impacts to 

the soil and groundwater of the site. The locations of the spillages are referenced on the site plan shown in 

figure 13 below. 

 

It should be noted that the site has never had a major emergency on site that has resulted in a fire or the 

use of fire fighting water or foam.   

 

Ref Details of Spillage Impacts Actions Taken 

2015 

 Release of 76Kg Base resin in Gelcoats – IBC 

punctured wit FLT 

Release contained in building and cleaned. No 

external release. 

Spillage cleaned. Housekeeping & storage 

improved in building – increase FLT movement 

space. 

2014 

 No releases have occurred in 2014 that may have had 

an effect on the environment. 

 Process Safety (Spillage) Task force meeting 

monthly to analyse all spillages since 2009 and 

implement measures to prevent reoccurrence. 

2013 

1 Buffer tank overfilled in the BETP. Failure to check the 

levels over the weekend. 

Release contained in the BETP bund and pumped 

back into the system. No external release. 

High level protection installed. 

Team leaders trained in correct weekend 

checks. 

2 Failure of HG3 pump seal released approximately 

200Kgs of hot oil. 

Release contained on site. No external release. 

Damage to cables next to pump. 

New mini bund installed surrounding HG3 

pumps. 

New canned (no seal) pumps investigated to 

prevent seal failures. 

Weekly checks of pumps. 

Thermocouple installed to detect early signs 

of leak before total failure. 

3 Whilst recirculating a batch of 98612 the O ring 

gasket failed and resin exited the Gaff pot, causing a 

spillage of approximately 8,000kgs. 

Nitrile O ring seals on filter pot incompatible with 

Xylene. 

PART A Notification. 

Spillage contained on site and cleaned up. 

Interceptors isolated to contain spillage and 

prevent contamination of BETP. Resin & 

contaminated water pumped from interceptor 

pit and placed into IBC’s. Jet cleaning of affected 

drains and main interceptor arranged for 

10/5/13. No external releases other than fugitive 

VOC’s 

Full review of o-ring compatibility with the 

solvents passing through lines has taken place 

and where appropriate Nitrile has been 

replaced with Viton. Monitoring of drains and 

interceptor fugitive VOC emissions performed 

following initial cleanup of bulk of the resin 

and completion of drain clearance. 

An external vacuum tanker was hired to 

remove the contents of the interceptor pit 

and place into our IBC’s. The drains around 

the area have been manually dug out and the 

interceptor pit then jet washed, with all 

contaminated sludge being removed and 

placed into our IBC’s prior to disposal. 

Blender 12 system modified – Independent 

high level protection installed. 

Filter recirculation by-pass line installed. 
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New double mechanical sealed pump 

installed. 

4 Reactor Three Product Leak – Approximately 200Kgs 

– Blocked balve had been removed from the reactor 

following shutdown maintenance and not replaced. 

Spillage within reactor building. Contained on 

site. No external impacts. Cleaned up. 

Valve was re-designed to improve access and 

reduce risk of blockages. 

Design and communication of production lo 

reviewed. 

Reactor isolation sheets reviewed. 

Start-up checklist used following all reactor 

shutdowns. 

2012 

5 Overfill of road tanker with approximately 400Kgs of 

resin whilst filling from HT15. 

Contained on site and cleaned up, prevented 

from entering drains. No external releases other 

than fugitive VOC's. 

Recalibrate mass flow meter. 

Annual calibration of mass flow meters 

6 Spillage occurred whilst filling an IBC from PTR which 

was left unattended by a gelcoat operator. 

Contained on site and cleaned up, prevented 

from entering drains. No external releases other 

than fugitive VOC's. 

Operator training. 

Resin supplied in pre-filled IBCs to remove this 

operation. 

7 Overfill of RMT27 - Raw material tanker loaded into 

the wrong tank. Delivery was out of normal hours for 

teamleader to supervise (inexperience). 

Spillage into bund – Pumped out into IBCs and 

cleaned. Bund jet washed clean. No external 

release. 

Install additional signage at each tanker 

offloading point. 

Prohibit out of hours deliveries. 

8 Whilst sending a batch from blender 9 The retaining 

bolt on the cuno filter stripped the nut of its thread 

causing a spillage. 

Spillage within reactor building. Contained on 

site. No external impacts other than fugitive 

VOC's. Cleaned up. 

High tensile bolts used. 

Torque wrenches supplied. 

Weekly filter checks in place. 

9 Spillage from IBC that had been left steaming under 

the hot box for far too long. Temperature was above 

design limit of IBCs. 

Contained on site and cleaned up, prevented 

from entering drains. No external releases other 

than fugitive VOC's. 

Prohibit the heating of IBCs using the hot box. 

Install prohibition signage. 

 

10 Road tanker was full of TOFA but was not noticed by 

production who commenced loading a batch of resin 

into it thus causing it to overflow. 

Contained on site and cleaned up, prevented 

from entering drains. No external releases other 

than fugitive VOC's. 

Re-train operator on all tanker loading 

operations. 

Train technicians and operators on correct 

completion of permission to offload forms. 

2011 

11 Failure of buffer tank pump resulted in a large spillage 

from within the Effluent Treatment Plant bund. 

Release contained in the BETP bund and pumped 

back into the system. No external release. 

Pump replaced. 

Multiple checks per shift. Check sheet and log 

created. 

 

12 Resin spillage from PT-M line whilst commissioning 

the system to transfer resin from PT-M to PMB. 

Failure to spot open valve during checks. 

Release contained in bund and cleaned up. No 

external release other than fugitive VOC's. 

Re-enforce thorough commissioning checks 

using appropriate forms as stated in MOC 

procedures 

13 RMT overflowed whilst offloading a road tanker of 

TOFA – Faulty level gauges and unauthorised 

modification to high level protection. 

Release contained in bund and cleaned up. No 

external release. 

Offloading procedure modified MO4.019 to 

include checking for discrepancies between 

level gauges. Investigate and repair faulty 

level gauge on RMT25. 

Check all tanks for modified high level 

protection and rectify any problems 

identified. 

Annual checks of high level devices. 
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14 White spirit (100Ltrs) was released from an open line 

after contractors removed a solvent supply line, 

which had been mistakenly identified as redundant. 

Contained on site and cleaned up. Interceptors 

isolated and contents tested. All found to be OK 

next morning. No external releases other than 

fugitive VOC's. 

 

Contractors received tool-box talk (including 

safe working and method statements) 

2010 

15 RMT14 overflowed approximately 300Kgs of Daw 

D40 white spirit 

Release contained within bund. Pumped out into 

IBC. Area cleaned. No external releases other 

than fugitive VOC's. 

Repair/calibrate RMT 14 gauge. 

Check status of other RM tank gauges. 

Install high level protection. 

16 IBC of Poly Ethylene Glycol punctured in the warm 

room by fork lift truck (400Kg release) 

Release contained and cleaned immediately. No 

external release. 

Improved access to warm room. 

17 EC14 overfilled with R3 effluent approximately 

200Kgs 

Release contained within bund. Pumped out into 

IBCs. Area sprayed with odour suppressant and 

cleaned. No external release to other than 

fugitive VOCs. 

Implemented a check sheet for team leaders 

and environmental deputy’s to use as a 

checklist to ensure all checks are complete. 

Installed level indication and high level 

protection. 

18 Settlement tank and final tank in the effluent 

treatment plant overflowed – Cause by top aerator 

defaulting to maximum speed following power 

outage. 

Release contained within bund. Bund pumped 

out and cleaned. No external release. 

Updated power outage guide to include 

dissolved oxygen system and placed guide on 

QWB 

19 Spillage from blender 12 when the "O" ring on the 

cuno pot split 

Contained on site and cleaned up. No entry into 

drainage system. No external release to other 

than fugitive VOCs. 

Operator training – Correct use of ‘O’ ring 

seals. 

2009 

20 Blender 1 overfilled whilst adding the styrene charge 

converting the M007 to E8673L blend. Approx 200lts 

released. 

Contained on site, cleaned, Interceptors 

isolated. No external releases other than fugitive 

VOC's. 

Batch size reduced. 

Vessel capacities re-communicated. 

Operator training. 

21 Overflow at effluent farm. Final settlement tank 

overflowed 

Contained on site within bund. Bund pumped 

out. No external releases. 

Float sensors changed. 

High level alarms installed. 

Daily BETP checks implemented for night 

shifts. 

22 Blender 11 solvent overfill (200Ltrs) – Operator error, 

miscalculation of available capacity 

Contained on site, cleaned, Interceptors 

isolated. No external releases other than fugitive 

VOC's. 

Operator training 

23 Spillage of resin into bund whilst loading tanker from 

HT11 – Operator error – mis-configured valves. 

Contained on site within bund. Bund pumped 

out and cleaned. No external releases other than 

fugitive VOC’s. 

Operator training 

24 Solvent spillage when flexi lines split on Blender 11 

whilst making an addition (70Ltrs) 

Contained on site, prevented from entering 

drains, Interceptor isolated. No external releases 

other than fugitive VOC's 

Flexi line replaced. 

Support brackets installed on line. 

All other site flexible sections inspected. 

25 HT 15 overfill causing resin to spill from the tank 

(400Kgs) 

Contained on site within bund. Bund pumped 

out. No external releases other than fugitive 

VOC’s. 

Bund cleaned 

Installed high level protection on the tank. 

Repaired damaged tank at the top. 

Inspected other storage tanks for damage. 

Tank capacity reduced and communicated. 
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26 HT 12 was found leaking very badly from the base. Contained on site within bund. Bund pumped 

out. No external releases other than fugitive 

VOC's 

Tank taken out of service. All other tanks in 

same tank farm tested. 

27 Spillage from blender 8 after a valve was left open. 

700Kg release of resin. Operator error – failure to 

close system down correctly. 

Contained on site, prevented from entering 

drains. No external releases other than fugitive 

VOC's 

Operator training. 

All open ended systems capped. 

 

2008 

28 Spillage of Soya oil on tanker delivery approx 10 ton. Contained on site, cleaned, Interceptors isolated 

and cleaned. No external releases 

 

29 Release of resin from blender 6 gaff pot, Approx 

200Kgs 

Contained on site, cleaned, no external releases 

other than fugitive VOC's 

Weekly filter checks. 

Operator training. 

30 EC16 overflowed sending some distillate/solvent 

down the drain 

Contained on site, cleaned, Interceptors isolated 

and cleaned. No external releases. 

Independent high level protection installed. 

31 R5 hot oil tank emptied onto road behind caustic 

wash tank 

  

2007 

32 Spillage of approximately 500Kg resin from Holding 

Tank 8 overflow. 

Contained on site, cleaned, no external releases 

other than fugitive VOC's 

Independent High Level cut off installation. 

33 B8 seal breach causing 500kg spillage Inside building, cleaned, fugitive VOCs only New filter ‘o’ rings specification implemented. 

Torque wrenches issued to enable uniform 

tension on securing bolts. 

Operator training. 

34 B8&9 gaff seal breach resulting in 300Kg spillage Inside building, cleaned, fugitive VOCs only  

35 400Kg spill from gaff pot on B9 when filter failed Inside building, cleaned, fugitive VOCs only.  

36 Overfill of EC 16 resulting in spill of waste 

water/solvent 

Contained on site, cleaned, no external releases 

other than fugitive VOC's 

Operator training. 

37 Overflow of PT Q causing 1T resin spillage Contained within bund, fugitive VOC release 

only. 

Independent high level device installed. 

Procedures reviewed. 

38 Spillage of resin (appox 500Kg) from Russel Finex 

filter 

Inside building, cleaned, fugitive VOCs only Procedures reviewed. 

Operator training. 

39 Spillage of resin (300Kg) due to gaff pot failure to 

number 9 blender 

Contained on site, cleaned, no external releases 

other than fugitive VOC's 

Operator training 

Weekly filter check s implemented 

40 Spillage when transferring resin from B1 to B4 due to 

flex being open – Operator error 

Inside building, cleaned, fugitive VOCs only Routine inspections of flexible hoses – End 

caps installed. 

Double valve protection implemented. 

Operator taining. 

41 Spillage of caustic wash material through open flexi 

line 

Contained on site, cleaned, no external releases. Routine inspections of flexible hoses – End 

caps installed. 

Double valve protection implemented. 

Operator training. 

42 100kg of oil free polyester resin released from B11 via 

perished section of hose 

Contained on site, cleaned, no external releases 

other than fugitive VOC's 

Routine inspections of flexible hoses by 

operators. 
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Operator training. 

    

Associated records Location 

Accident and Incident records  
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Figure 13 - Spillage reference locations 
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7. Soil and water quality monitoring 

There has been a resin manufacturing facility handling solvents and other substances on the current Arkema 

manufacturing site since 1967.  Potential sources of soil and groundwater contamination were identified in 

section 5.1 of the ASR report submitted at the time of permit application. 

 

The original ASR report completed by URS at the time of the IPPC application stated: 

 

“Polluting substances may already be in or under the land have been identified based on the information sources 

outlined in the previous sections of the report and are identified below”. 

 

At the time of the application in 2006 the following historical soil and groundwater monitoring and been 

completed and was included in the application report: 

 

Year Details Findings 

1996 Three soil samples were taken from the area of 

the old USTs following their removal in April 

1996 

� Xylene was detected at 130 ppm, at 2 ppm 

and 3 ppm; and, 

 

� White Spirit was detected at 3 ppm and 6 

ppm.   

2001 Three boreholes were drilled near the reactor 

building and soil samples were taken in October 

2001 as part of health and safety preparatory 

works for building work in this area. 

� Solvents were not analaysed for.   

� Nickel was detected at slightly elevated 

concentrations, ranging from 31.3 mg/kg 

to 39.6 mg/kg.  

� Mineral oil was detected at 885 mg/kg in 

one sample.   

 

The ASR then went on to state: 

 

“For all relevant activities at the installation there is little likelihood that land pollution or leaks to the land will 

occur during the future life of the installation.  It is the conclusion of this report that reference data from the site 

does not need to be collected.” 

 

No further soil or groundwater samples were taken as a part of the permit application in 2006. 

 

7.1 Arkema pre-purchase site condition assessment 

On the instruction of TOTAL S.A., a Phase II Environmental Assessment has been undertaken by ICF 

Environnement at Cray Valley Coatings, Stallingborough, Grimsby, UK. The main aim of the assessment is to assess 

environmental issues, predominantly with regards to soil and groundwater contamination prior to the sale of the 

coatings business to Arkema. 

 

The ground investigation was completed by ICF Environnement at the Stallingborough site between 23rd August 

and 26th August 2010. The investigation completed comprised ten exploratory boreholes with soil sampling, 

installation of groundwater monitoring wells and sampling of groundwater. 

 

The contamination of soils with organic contaminants demonstrates impact resulting from site operations but, 

while some contaminant concentrations are elevated above GAC, given the predominantly open nature of the 
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site, hard standing cover, and ongoing industrial use the risk to human health is not considered to be sufficiently 

high to warrant further action. 

 

Groundwater beneath the site shows significant Xylene, and potentially petroleum hydrocarbon impact, although 

the petroleum hydrocarbon concentrations may be present as a result of the elevated xylene concentrations in 

the most impacted locations. Locally, groundwater quality beneath the site is therefore considered to be 

significantly degraded and also represents a potential risk to groundwater quality off site to the north-west. 

 

Although elevated concentrations have been detected, gross contamination has not been identified across the 

whole site. 

 

Given the absence of a local groundwater abstraction, the shallow alluvial materials not being classified as an 

aquifer and given that the site is covered by hard standing, the sensitivity of the site and environmental setting to 

the identified contamination is considered to be reduced. 

 

7.1.1 Results comparison 

The only area where historical pre-permit sampling results could be directly compared (figure 13, below) was at 

the location of BH5 and BH6, which is the same location the soil samples were taken from in 1996 following the 

removal of the USTs. 

 

 
Figure 14 - Soil sampling comparison between 1996 & 2010 

 
 

The results show Xylene contamination concentration in soil has reduced in 2010, when compared to the 1996 

results in the area of the old USTs (BH4 & BH5).  

� The maximum 2010 sampled Xylene concentration in the soil showed a reduction of 92% in comparison to 

1996 results.  

� The minimum results in 2010 were below the detection limit of less than 0.01ppm, which is significantly 

less than the minimum results obtained in 1996. 

 

These results suggests that the land in the compared areas has not deteriorated as a result of the permitted 

activities since 2006 and that polluting substances were more than likely already in, or under the land, and any 

contamination of soil or groundwater was has occurred prior to 2006.  

 

We assume this to be indicative of all areas of the site where historical data was not available to compare. 

 

The full 2010 site assessment report is hyperlinked in appendix 6 for review (a separate hard/electronic copy can 

be forwarded on request). 

 
Associated records Location 

ICF Phase II Environmental 

Site Assessment 
 

Soil Groundwater Borehole Soil Groundwater

130ppm Not tested BH4 10mg/Kg (10ppm) 4000µg/l (4ppm) 
2ppm Not tested BH5 <0.01mg/kg (<0.01ppm) <2µg/l (<0.002ppm) 
3ppm Not tested

Results

Area of the old USTs (1996)
BH 4 & 5 (2010)

Xylene

Location Substance
1996 2010
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7.2 2015 Ground Condition Assessment 

WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff (WSP | PB) was instructed by Arkema Coatings Resins Ltd (Arkema) to undertake an 

assessment of current ground conditions and conceptual site model to assist with the surrender of an 

environmental permit (EPR 3135FV, March 2006).  

 

To provide contemporary data, in September 2015, WSP | PB collected groundwater samples from nine of the 

existing boreholes and completed gas monitoring on one occasion. To inform the conceptual site model, 

supplementary hydrogeological information was collected using baro and level loggers.  

 

The results from the 2015 monitoring were compared to those obtained in 2010 (table 1 below).  
With the exception of glycol, aromatic hydrocarbons (C12-16) and benzene, all analytes are recorded at lower 

concentrations in 2015 when compared to 2010.  

 

 
Table 1 - Comparison of 2010 & 2015 GW monitoring results 

ANALYTE 
MAXIMUM 

2010 
µG/L 

MAXIMUM 
2015 µG/L 

LOCATION(S) FAILING 

SCREENING 2010 
LOCATION(S) FAILING 

SCREENING 2015 COMMENTS 

Diethylene glycol 14,000 30,900 BH01 BH03 
Testing in 2010 comprised Glycerine. BH01 

recorded concentrations at less than the 
detection limits in 2015.  

TPH Aliphatic C8 - 
C10 26,000 1,150 BH03, BH04, BH06 BH03 

No speciation of TPH in 2010, the maximum 
result is used as guide only. 

 

TPH Aliphatic C10 - 
C12 

26,000 2,540 BH03, BH04, BH06 BH03 

TPH Aromatic C8 – 
C10 26,000 5,650 BH03, BH04, BH06 BH03, BH04, BH06 

TPH Aromatic C10 – 
C12 26,000 1,700 BH03, BH04, BH06 BH03, BH06 

TPH Aromatic C12 – 
C16 12,000 14,300 BH03, BH05, BH06 BH03. BH04 

Benzene 3.4 6.76 BH03, BH04, BH06 BH03, BH04  
It is noted that BH06 is recorded at less than 
the detection limits, however, the detection 
limits was raised in this sample to 10ug/l. 

Ethylbenzene 6100 <1 BH04 None All samples less than detection limits in 2015.  

Isopropyl benzene 64 6.58 BH03, BH04, BH06 BH05 
All samples recording elevated concentrations 

in 2010 are less than detection in 2015.  

1,3,5-
Trimethylbenzene  840 53.1 BH03, BH04, BH05, 

BH06 BH03, BH04, BH06 BH05 is recorded at less than the detection 
limited in 2015.  

1,2,4-
Trimethylbenzene 

1300 41.5 BH03, BH04, BH06 BH05, BH06 BH03 is recorded at less than the detection 
limited in 2015.  

Naphthalene 58 2.49 BH03, BH04, BH06 BH04 
BH03 and BH06 record concentrations at less 

than the detection limits. It is noted that the 
detection limit in BH06 is raised to 10 ug/l.  

m,p-Xylene 16,000 303 BH04, BH06 BH06  In 2015, concentrations exceeds Surface Water 
WQS only. 

o-Xylene  4,500 184 BH06 BH03, BH06 In 2015, concentrations exceeds Surface Water 
WQS only.  

 

Aromatic Hydrocarbons (C12-16) are recorded at slightly higher concentrations within the same order of 

magnitude and overall the total hydrocarbon results have decreased from 2010 to 2015. Benzene has marginally 

increased from 2010 to 2015. It should be noted that these increases are within the uncertainty of laboratory 
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analysis and groundwater sampling and do not represent certainty that an increase in actual concentration has 

occurred. 

 

Since 2010, the site has continued to manufacture resins and operate with the same environmental management 

protocol. Upon comparison of the 2010 with the 2015 groundwater data, overall the sub surface ground 

conditions are reduced or recorded within a similar order of magnitude. It is noted that glycol is recorded locally 

at higher levels in BH03. Glycol is considered unlikely to pose a risk to controlled waters or human health. 

 

For full details of this investigation, please see WSP |PB  report no. 70013935-10447(5) – Previously provided to 

EA for review prior to surrender application. 

8. Decommissioning and removal of pollution risk 

The site developed a site closure plan which outlines the generic measures that will be taken to prevent pollution 

of the environment and ensure site clean up to a satisfactory state following the closure of the installation. The 

plan was prepared following Agency Guidance note IPPC S4.02. The key points are summarized below. 

 

The site has been fully decommissioned and demolition works have been completed as of October 2015. The plan 

was in place to ensure that all sources of pollution risk from Arkema activities will be removed and the 

decommissioning activities would have no impact on the land. 

 

In accordance with the Waste (England & Wales) Regulations 2011, Arkema have ensured the best possible waste 

management options for dealing with each type of waste produced as a result of the site closure are used, which 

may include: 

� prevention 

� preparing for re-use 

� recycling 

� other recovery (for example, energy recovery) 

� disposal 

8.1 Production cessation 

The site ceased production without environmental impact through appropriate preplanning; this involved running 

down raw material and finished goods stock to the lowest practical levels to minimise disposal.  

8.1.1 Raw Materials 

The bulk of the site raw materials were sold or transported to other Arkema facilities within the group to avoid 

disposal. Approved safe systems of work were developed to empty any storage tanks into road tankers or IBCs for 

delivery, using existing production facilities, to avoid releases to the environment. 

Qty at production cessation Qty remaining to date 

(Kg’s) 

% 

Reduction 

Comments 

442,174.26 Kgs 0 Kgs 100% The majority of the Raw materials have 

been sold to Arkema sites in Europe. 

 

Residual Raw Materials that could not be sold, due to no demand or due to contamination were disposed of using 

licensed waste contractors in accordance with current site waste management procedure MO 8.006. 

 

Residual solvents were sold where possible, or collected by Tradebe, where they were be recycled off site as per 

the normal waste Xylene stream. Where possible, some residual solvents from tank drainings (dependant on 

contamination loading) were sold as second grade materials to avoid disposal completely. 
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8.1.2 Finished Products 

Finished product and intermediate tanks were emptied by delivery to the customers to minimise any potential 

disposal. This has been achieved thorough proactive planning and production scheduling to ensure that only 

finished products inventories required were manufactured prior to closure. 

 

Qty at production cessation Qty remaining to date 

(Kg’s) 

% 

Reduction 

Comments 

898,223 Kgs 0 Kgs 100% The last deliveries to customers were on 

the 18th August 2014.  

 

Any residual finished products created when pumping the tanks empty were sold as second grade product to 

avoid disposal. 

 

Associated records Location 

RM / Product depletion plan 
 

 

8.2 Cleaning and removal of production vessels and pipelines 

Raw material and finished product tanks and pipelines were all cleaned internally prior removal; this was carried 

out by internal personnel and contractors where necessary. The insides of vessels, tanks, pipes etc., were cleaned 

with appropriate materials, including: 

 

Material Use Disposal Route 

Glycol Boil out reactor and associated 

blenders/pipework. 

� Glycol re-used in as many systems as possible, then 

taken off into IBC’s and sent for re-distilling to avoid 

disposal. 

 

Xylene Used to initially clean finished product 

pipelines and tanks. 

� Sent to solvent recovery system for separation and 

sale as per normal waste Xylene. 

� Heavily contaminated Xylene disposed of using 

licensed waste management companies or sold as 

second grade product. 

 

Water and 

Detergent 

Used as secondary cleaning agent for all 

vessels, tanks and pipelines. 

� Re-used in as many systems as necessary. 

� Treated through BETP if quantity/contamination 

level allowed. 

� Last resort is disposal using licensed waste 

management companies. 

All abatement and protection systems remained in place until all vessels and pipelines were cleaned sufficiently 

ready for dismantling. All activities were carried out in such a way to minimise waste and minimise potential 

environmental release. 

8.3 Liquid Waste 

Liquid waste included any remaining substandard stock and residual finished products or solvent from storage 

tanks as listed in the table below. All waste has been removed by licensed contractors, with preference give to 

recycling where possible. For example, waste solvents will be removed by Tradebe, and recycled or re-used off-

site (As described in 6.2 above). 
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Material Tank Disposal Route 

R1,4,5 Distillate & 

Waste xylene 

EC01 & EC02 � All water phase treated through the on-site BETP as 

per normal procedures. 

� Waste Xylene used on site as cleaning solvent. 

� Once used –collected by Tradebe for re-use / 

recycling. 

R2 Distillate & Waste 

DCPD 

EC25, EC26 & EC27 � All water phase treated through the on-site BETP as 

per normal procedures. 

� Waste DCPD collected by Veoila for recycling/re-use 

as per normal procedure. 

Catchpot Distillate  & 

Waste Xylene 

EC28, 29 and Catchpot � All water phase treated through the on-site BETP as 

per normal procedures. 

� Xylene phase collected by Tradebe for re-use / 

recycling as per normal procedures. 

Reactor 3 waste EC14 � Waste collected by Castle Environmental for off-site 

treatment as per normal procedures. 

� Not possible to treat on-site due to potential odour 

complaints. 

BETP waste BETP Tanks � Water phase to be treated as per normal procedure. 

� Sludge collected by Whitkirks as per normal 

procedure for re-use as soil conditioner. 

Thermal Oil Hot oil Ring main � All unused oil sold to avoid disposal. 

� Used oil drained from the ring main into IBC’s and 

sold for recycling. 

Solvents RMT1 – RMT16 � Bulk of solvents sold to avoid disposal. 

� Residual solvents recycled using Tradebe. 

Oils (Vegetable)  � All oils (Soya, TOFA etc.) sold to avoid disposal. 

Water (Jetting) All tanks � All waste water generated from tank cleaning 

activities disposed of off-site, using licensed 

contractors. 

 

During the on-site waste water treatment process the BETP daily sampling regime continued as normal to ensure 

COD and suspended solid consent limits were no breached. No problems were identified during this phase 

 

Any other waste will be disposed of appropriately using licensed contractors with all transfer and consignment 

records kept. 

 

8.4 Solid Waste 

This came in to effect when the dismantling of tanks and buildings began. Some process equipment was offered 

for sale or used at other Arkema facilities where possible to avoid disposal. 

 

The remaining process equipment and all areas to be demolished have become the assets of the demolition 

company who will send the material as scrap metal for recycling to avoid disposal where practicable.  

8.5 Asbestos 

The site commissioned four Demolition and Refurbishment Asbestos surveys. The survey report was be used by all 

concerned parties during the dismantling and demolition phase to ensure that all asbestos containing materials 

were identified and disposed of in full compliance with regulations by licensed contractors. The demolition 

company has managed all aspects of asbestos removal and disposal. 
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8.6 Dismantling of site structures 

The site management appointed Ron Hull Demolition and Dismantling as the principal demolition contractor. Ron 

Hull has experience completing demolition on the site before, when they removed eleven redundant storage 

tanks. 

 

The method of demolition was agreed between all interested parties prior to work commencing on site. A 

meeting was held to kick off the project attended by demolition company and CDM co-ordinator to discuss 

preliminary plans and it is anticipated that the methods used will be as follows: 

 

� All vessels, pipelines and associated equipment were cleaned and isolated from all sources of energy prior to 

any demolition work commencing. 

 

� Any assets to be re-used or reclaimed was disconnected and lifted out intact using a crane. They will were 

then reassigned or re-used as required. 

 

� All other systems, monitoring pipe-work, cabling and supports not required will be removed using cold cutting 

methods as illustrated below. 

 

 

 
 

All tanks and steelwork etc. were cut into foundry size pieces and removed as scrap metal. 

 

All site structures including buildings and process equipment were only taken down to slab level. The concrete 

hardstanding was not be broken in any area to ensure soil and groundwater remains protected from pollution 

during demolition activities but also from continued operation of Polynt Composite facilities in the future. 

 

All internal areas of the site affected by the demolition were cleared and cleaned prior to demolition. Following 

the removal of all buildings and assets affected areas of hardstanding and concrete were cleaned and made good 

if required. 

 

All Asbestos Containing Materials were disposed of to a registered waste facility, with documentation and copies 

of waste transfer information maintained on site by the demolition company. 

 

Removal of asbestos containing materials was carried out in complete segregation with unauthorised personnel 

excluded from the work areas. 
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8.7 Other considerations 

There are no current or historic landfills or lagoons within the installation boundary and no specific measures 

concerning such issues were considered necessary. 

 

Competent persons were commissioned to undertake the decommissioning works and appropriate risk 

assessments were undertaken prior to the commencement of works with regards to effects on the environment. 

 

Resultant air emissions (e.g. dust) from demolition were minimised throughout the project, through the use of 

appropriate controls, e.g. wetting of fibrous cladding materials as appropriate. 

 

9. Statement of site condition 

The demolition project was completed in October 2015, and as such the following statement is true of the site 

condition  

 

� All permitted activities have stopped. 

 

� The areas shown on the plan in appendix 1 have been demolished and taken down to slab level. No concrete 

was broken intentionally; any areas which are broken have been made good. 

 

� Both permitted point source releases described in the permit with consent limits are no longer in operation. 

The thermal Oxidiser has been demolished and removed and the BETP has been decommissioned. Appendix 7 

shows all of the point source releases to air and water that are no longer be in place (highlighted in red). 

Those not shaded will still remain on site; none of these have consent limits set within the permit. 

 

� The remaining areas of the site will be an operational chemical plant as described in section 1.1 above. 

 

� We are preparing an application for an LAPPC Part B permit. Permit draft expected to be received w/c 

05/09/2016. 

 
It is strongly believed that the condition of the land has not deteriorated as a result of the permitted activities 

since 2006 and that all protection and monitoring systems have been successful in preventing releases to the 

environment. 

 

See report WSP |PB  report no. 70013935-10447(5)  For full details of site condition assessment 

 

All bunded areas and hardstanding have remained in place and been inspected regularly and all spillages have 

been contained on site, with no external releases. 

 

Upon consideration of the results in respect of the proposed continued use of the site, the removal key sources as 

part of the demolition / decommissioning works and continued careful and stringent environmental management 

during ongoing operations. The potential risks to human health and controlled waters are considered to be 

mitigated to acceptable levels for the continued use. 
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Review of Ground Condition Report Dated January 2016. 

A submission was made to the Environment Agency dated 13th January 2016, of the report entitled 

"Laporte Road, Stallingborough. Ground Condition Report. Report No 70013935-10447(5) January 2016" 

prepared by WSP Parsons Brinckerhoff. 

 

This report has been reviewed by the Lincolnshire and Northamptonshire Area groundwater and contaminated 

land Technical Specialist - Jim Branson 

 

Following review the Environment Agency consider that we can accept the conclusions made this submission and 

therefore approve the surrender of the permit at area regulatory level. 

 

This decision was made based on the following: 

• All process equipment and tanks have been removed; 

• The drainage system has been repaired and cleaned; 

• There has only been minor increase in groundwater contamination for one determinand that could be 

attributed to the permitted activities; 

• The groundwater sensitivity of the site is low due to the underlying clayey drift deposits; 

• Any remedial activity would not be worthwhile as the likelihood of recontamination from the ongoing 

activities would be high. 

 

The operator is now advised to prepare a resubmission of the Surrender Application to the 

Environment Agency National Permitting Service, as it is now considered the points raised in the email data 

03/11/2014 from Simon Wigglesworth (Environment Agency Senior Permitting Officer) have been addressed.
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9.1 Decommissioning and demolition progress 

 

   
Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 

Warm Room 1-3 Warm Room 4 Steam Boiler 

Demolition Completed Demolition Completed Demolition Completed – Boiler & Building 

 

   
Area 4 Area 5 Area 6 

Heat generator 3 Cooling Water Room Cooling Tower 

Heat generator demolished. Bunded area remains. NO LONGER TO BE DEMOLISHED 
Demolition Completed. Base of bund remains. Are 

fenced off now. 
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Area 6 Area 7 Area 8 

Solvent Recovery system Oil Storage Bund Team Leaders / Laboratory Block 

Demolition Completed 
All tanks and bund wall demolished. Bund slab remains 

in good condition 

Building demolition Completed. Slab remains in good 

condition. Area fenced off. 

 

   
Area 8 Area 9 Area 10 

Raw Material Tank Farm (Solvents) Maleic Anhydride / Phthalic Anhydride / NPG Tanks HT15 / RMT54 

All tanks removed. Bund wall demolished. Slab remains 

in good condition. 

All tanks removed. Bund wall demolished. Slab remains 

in good condition. 

All tanks removed. Bund wall demolished. Slab remains 

in good condition. 
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Area 10 Area 11 Area 11 

PT PQRS Reactor Building Thermal Oxidiser 

All tanks removed. Bund wall demolished. Slab remains 

in good condition. 

All building / process equipment / vessels / heat 

generators etc. decontaminated and demolished.  

TOx demolished. Area of concrete that was broken 

when stack was removed has been made good. 

 

   
Area 12 Area 13 N/A 

Technical Block HT 8-12 BETP 

Demolition Completed 
Tanks removed and bund wall demolished. Some 

damage to concrete. No pollution risk, area fenced off. 

System decommissioned. Tanks emptied and to be 

cleaned where necessary. Feed water tested daily for 

COD and solids content as per permitted consent. 
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APPENDIX 1 – Plan of Demolition areas 
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APPENDIX 2 – Monthly Bunds and Tank PGI checklist 

 

Bunds and Tanks 

Planned General Inspection Form - Monthly 

Inspected By:  Date:  

 

 
PT A-E Bund Below 

Standard 

Above 

Standard 

Comments/Observations 

1.0 There is a pump available to empty the bund    

2.0 The pump is operational    

4.0 The bund is dry, free from water    

5.0 The bund is free from debris    

6.0 There is a pump to empty the mini bund    

7.0 The mini bund is free from water & resin    

8.0 Condition of loading / offloading pipework?    

9.0 There are no visible damage/cracks/faults etc to the bund wall?    

10.0 There are no visible damage/cracks/faults etc to the bund 

floor? 

   

11.0 There any no signs of vegetation growing in the bund    

12.0 There are no signs of damage, leaks or corrosion on any of the 

tanks contained within the bund 

   

 PT H-N Bund Below 

Standard 

Above 

Standard 

Comments/Observations 

1.0 There is a pump available to empty the bund    

2.0 The pump is operational    

3.0 Condition of loading / offloading pipework?    

4.0 The bund is dry, free from water    

5.0 The bund is free from debris    

6.0 There is a pump to empty the mini bund    

7.0 The mini bund is free from water & resin    
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8.0 There are no visible damage/cracks/faults etc to the bund wall?    

9.0 There are no visible damage/cracks/faults etc to the bund 

floor? 

   

10.0 There any no signs of vegetation growing in the bund    

11.0 There are no signs of damage, leaks or corrosion on any of the 

tanks contained within the bund 

   

 PT TUV Bund Below 

Standard 

Above 

Standard 

Comments/Observations 

1.0 There is a pump available to empty the bund    

2.0 The pump is operational    

3.0 Condition of loading / offloading pipework?    

4.0 The bund is dry, free from water    

5.0 The bund is free from debris    

6.0 There are no visible damage/cracks/faults etc to the bund wall?    

7.0 There are no visible damage/cracks/faults etc to the bund 

floor? 

   

8.0 There any no signs of vegetation growing in the bund    

9.0 There are no signs of damage, leaks or corrosion on any of the 

tanks contained within the bund 

   

 HT 8 - 12 Bund Below 

Standard 

Above 

Standard 

Comments/Observations 

1.0 There is a pump available to empty the bund    

2.0 The pump is operational    

3.0 Condition of loading / offloading pipework?    

4.0 The bund is dry, free from water    

5.0 The bund is free from debris    

6.0 There is a pump to empty the mini bund    

7.0 The mini bund is free from water & resin    

8.0 There are no visible damage/cracks/faults etc to the bund wall?    

9.0 There are no visible damage/cracks/faults etc to the bund 

floor? 

   

10.0 There any no signs of vegetation growing in the bund    
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11.0 There are no signs of damage, leaks or corrosion on any of the 

tanks contained within the bund 

   

12.0 All Static earthing points, clips and leads are in good condition    

 PT 13 - 16 Bund Below 

Standard 

Above 

Standard 

Comments/Observations 

1.0 There is a pump available to empty the bund    

2.0 The pump is operational    

3.0 Condition of loading / offloading pipework?    

4.0 The bund is dry, free from water    

5.0 The bund is free from debris    

6.0 There are no visible damage/cracks/faults etc to the bund wall?    

7.0 There are no visible damage/cracks/faults etc to the bund 

floor? 

   

8.0 There any no signs of vegetation growing in the bund    

9.0 There are no signs of damage, leaks or corrosion on any of the 

tanks contained within the bund 

   

 HT 16 – 21 Bund Below 

Standard 

Above 

Standard 

Comments/Observations 

1.0 There is a pump available to empty the bund    

2.0 The pump is operational    

3.0 Condition of loading / offloading pipework?    

4.0 The bund is dry, free from water    

5.0 The bund is free from debris    

6.0 There is a pump to empty the mini bund    

7.0 The mini bund is free from water & resin    

8.0 All Static earthing points, clips and leads are in good condition    

9.0 Sample drip pails are not full and are correctly labelled    

10.0 There are no visible damage/cracks/faults etc to the bund wall?    

11.0 There are no visible damage/cracks/faults etc to the bund 

floor? 

   

12.0 There any no signs of vegetation growing in the bund    

13.0 There are no signs of damage, leaks or corrosion on any of the 

tanks contained within the bund 
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 HT 22 – 30 Bund Below 

Standard 

Above 

Standard 

Comments/Observations 

1.0 There is a pump available to empty the bund    

2.0 The pump is operational    

3.0 Condition of loading / offloading pipework?    

4.0 The bund is dry, free from water    

5.0 The bund is free from debris    

6.0 There is a pump to empty the mini bund    

7.0 The mini bund is free from water & resin    

8.0 All Static earthing points, clips and leads are in good condition    

9.0 Sample drip pails are not full and are correctly labelled    

10.0 There are no visible damage/cracks/faults etc to the bund wall?    

11.0 There are no visible damage/cracks/faults etc to the bund floor?    

12.0 There any no signs of vegetation growing in the bund    

13.0 There are no signs of damage, leaks or corrosion on any of the 

tanks contained within the bund 

   

 PT P – S Bund Below 

Standard 

Above 

Standard 

Comments/Observations 

1.0 There is a pump available to empty the bund    

2.0 The pump is operational    

3.0 Condition of loading / offloading pipework?    

4.0 The bund is dry, free from water    

5.0 The bund is free from debris    

6.0 The mini bund is free from water & resin    

7.0 All Static earthing points, clips and leads are in good condition    

8.0 Sample drip pails are not full and are correctly labelled    

9.0 There are no visible damage/cracks/faults etc to the bund wall?    

10.0 There are no visible damage/cracks/faults etc to the bund 

floor? 

   

11.0 There any no signs of vegetation growing in the bund    

12.0 There are no signs of damage, leaks or corrosion on any of the 

tanks contained within the bund 

   

13.0 Hydrant 8 in good condition and 2 hoses present    
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14.0 Hydrant 9 in good condition and 2 hoses present    

 HT15 & SOFA  Bund Below 

Standard 

Above 

Standard 

Comments/Observations 

1.0 There is a pump available to empty the bund    

2.0 The pump is operational    

3.0 Condition of loading / offloading pipework?    

4.0 The bund is dry, free from water    

5.0 The bund is free from debris    

6.0 There is a pump to empty the mini bund    

7.0 The mini bund is free from water & resin    

8.0 There are no visible damage/cracks/faults etc to the bund wall?    

9.0 There are no visible damage/cracks/faults etc to the bund 

floor? 

   

10.0 There any no signs of vegetation growing in the bund    

11.0 There are no signs of damage, leaks or corrosion on any of the 

tanks contained within the bund 

   

 LPA Bund – RMT 40-42 Below 

Standard 

Above 

Standard 

Comments/Observations 

1.0 There is a pump available to empty the bund    

2.0 The pump is operational    

3.0 Condition of loading / offloading pipework?    

4.0 The bund is dry, free from water    

5.0 The bund is free from debris    

6.0 There are no visible damage/cracks/faults etc to the bund wall?    

7.0 There are no visible damage/cracks/faults etc to the bund 

floor? 

   

8.0 There any no signs of vegetation growing in the bund    

9.0 There are no signs of damage, leaks or corrosion on any of the 

tanks contained within the bund 

   

 LMA Bund – RMT 50-52 Below 

Standard 

Above 

Standard 

Comments/Observations 

1.0 Condition of loading / offloading pipework?    

2.0 The bund is dry, free from water    
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3.0 The bund is free from debris    

4.0 There are no visible damage/cracks/faults etc to the bund wall?    

5.0 There are no visible damage/cracks/faults etc to the bund 

floor? 

   

6.0 There any no signs of vegetation growing in the bund    

7.0 There are no signs of damage, leaks or corrosion on any of the 

tanks contained within the bund 

   

8.0 Hydrant 7 in good condition and 2 hoses present    

 Effluent Treatment Plant Bund Below 

Standard 

Above 

Standard 

Comments/Observations 

1.0 There is a pump available to empty the bund   
 2.0 The pump is operational   
 3.0 Condition of loading / offloading pipework?   
 4.0 The bund is dry, free from water   
 5.0 The bund is free from debris   
 6.0 There are no visible damage/cracks/faults etc to the bund wall?   
 7.0 There are no visible damage/cracks/faults etc to the bund 

floor? 

  
 8.0 There any no signs of vegetation growing in the bund   
 9.0 There are no signs of damage, leaks or corrosion on any of the 

tanks contained within the bund 

  
  RMT 1 – 8 Bund Below 

Standard 

Above 

Standard 

Comments/Observations 

1.0 There is a pump available to empty the bund    

2.0 The pump is operational    

3.0 Condition of loading / offloading pipework?    

4.0 The bund is dry, free from water    

5.0 The bund is free from debris    

6.0 All Static earthing points, clips and leads are in good condition    

7.0 Sample drip pails/drums are not full and are correctly labelled    

8.0 Offloading hoses appear in good condition     

9.0 There are no visible damage/cracks/faults etc to the bund wall?    

10.0 There are no visible damage/cracks/faults etc to the bund floor?    

11.0 There any no signs of vegetation growing in the bund    
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12.0 There are no signs of damage, leaks or corrosion on any of the 

tanks contained within the bund 

   

13.0 Hydrant 6 in good condition and 2 hoses present, foam IBC full    

 RMT 9 – 16 Bund Below 

Standard 

Above 

Standard 

Comments/Observations 

1.0 There is a pump available to empty the bund    

2.0 The pump is operational    

3.0 Condition of loading / offloading pipework?    

4.0 The bund is dry, free from water    

5.0 The bund is free from debris    

6.0 All Static earthing points, clips and leads are in good condition    

7.0 Sample drip pails/drums are not full and are correctly labelled    

8.0 Offloading hoses appear in good condition     

9.0 There are no visible damage/cracks/faults etc to the bund wall?    

10.0 There are no visible damage/cracks/faults etc to the bund floor?    

11.0 There any no signs of vegetation growing in the bund    

12.0 There are no signs of damage, leaks or corrosion on any of the 

tanks contained within the bund 

   

13.0 Hydrant 5 in good condition and 2 hoses present, foam IBC full    

 Solvent Recovery Bund Below 

Standard 

Above 

Standard 

Comments/Observations 

1.0 Condition of loading / offloading pipework?    

2.0 The bund is dry, free from water    

3.0 The bund is free from debris    

4.0 There are no visible damage/cracks/faults etc to the bund wall?    

5.0 There are no visible damage/cracks/faults etc to the bund 

floor? 

   

6.0 There any no signs of vegetation growing in the bund    

7.0 There are no signs of damage, leaks or corrosion on any of the 

tanks contained within the bund 

   

 RMT24 – 29 & Waste Dicyclopentadiene Bund Below 

Standard 

Above 

Standard 

Comments/Observations 

1.0 There is a pump available to empty the bund    
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2.0 The pump is operational    

3.0 Condition of loading / offloading pipework?    

4.0 The bund is dry, free from water    

5.0 The bund is free from debris    

6.0 All Static earthing points, clips and leads are in good condition    

7.0 Sample drip pails/drums are not full and are correctly labelled    

8.0 There are no visible damage/cracks/faults etc to the bund wall?    

9.0 There are no visible damage/cracks/faults etc to the bund 

floor? 

   

10.0 There any no signs of vegetation growing in the bund    

11.0 There are no signs of damage, leaks or corrosion on any of the 

tanks contained within the bund 

   

12.0 Hydrant 1 in good condition and 2 hoses present    

13.0 Hydrant 2 in good condition and 2 hoses present    

14.0 Hydrant 3 in good condition and 2 hoses present    

 Effluent Treatment Plant Caustic Tank Below 

Standard 

Above 

Standard 

Comments/Observations 

1.0 There are no signs of damage, leaks or corrosion on the tank   
 

 Fork Lift Truck Diesel Tank Below 

Standard 

Above 

Standard 

Comments/Observations 

1.0 There are no signs of damage, leaks or corrosion on the tank   
 

 Xylene Recovery Tank EC16 Below 

Standard 

Above 

Standard 

Comments/Observations 

1.0 There are no signs of damage, leaks or corrosion on the tank   
 

 Drum Raw Material Storage Below 

Standard 

Above 

Standard 

Comments/Observations 

1.0 All pallets are stacked safely (no more than 3 high)    

2.0 No debris/broken pallets etc on the floor    

3.0 Part drums are capped    

4.0 No evidence of spillage    
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5.0 No large pools of water present    

 Warehouse Below 

Standard 

Above 

Standard 

Comments/Observations 

1.0 Access doors are in good condition    

2.0 No powders spilt on floor    

3.0 No split bags     

4.0 Fire Extinguishers in place    

5.0 Racking in good state of repair    
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APPENDIX 3 – Example Written Scheme of Examination (RMT2) 

 

Storage Tank 

Scheme of Examination 
 

RMT 2  Asset Number ST 002 
1. TECHNICAL DETAILS 
 

Tank Diameter:  2.6m 

Tank Height:  9.1m 

Year of Construction: 1997 

Type:   Vertical Above Ground 

Material Type:  Carbon Steel 

Insulated:  Yes 

Operating Temperature: Ambient 

Current Duty:  White Spirit/Spirdane K2 

Floor Joints:  Butt Welded 

Shell Joints:  Butt Welded 

Roof Joints:  Lap Welded (Assumed, as the roof is insulated) 

Floor Type:  Flat 

Floor Plates:  6.4mm (2 x plates) 

Roof Type:  Coned Up 

Roof Plates:  5.0mm  

Shell Course 5:  5.0mm (1 x plate) 

Shell Course 4:  5.0mm (1 x plate) 

Shell Course 3:  5.0mm (1 x plate) 

Shell Course 2:  5.0mm (1 x plate) 

Shell Course 1:  5.0mm (1 x plate) 

Shell Course 1:  5.0mm (1 x plate) 

Shell Nozzle 1:  2" (Cooling Coil) 

Shell Nozzle 2:  3.5” 

Shell Nozzle 3:  2” (Cooling Coil) 

Shell Nozzle 4:  1” (Temp Pocket) 

Shell Manway:  24" 

Roof Nozzle 1:  3.5” 

Roof Nozzle 2:  4” 

Roof Nozzle 3:  3.5” 

Roof Nozzle 4:  24” (Manway) 

Roof Nozzle 5:  3.5” 

Roof Nozzle 6:  3.5” 

Foundations: 2” bitumen base on flat concrete slab 

 

Relevant Drawings:  

 Integ Construction Drawings : W3815, W3819 

 Floor Plate GA Drawing: To be found in the NDT inspection report FL-12-06-402. 

 Shell Plate GA Drawing: To be found in the NDT inspection report FL-12-06-402. 

 

Associated Equipment: 

 Automatic level gauging instruments 

Independent High Level Device with auto shut off of fill line 
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Free vent 

 Earth strap 
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Additional Comments: 

 The tank has unused internal heating coils, covering the majority of the floor area. 

 

 Tank has a vertical ladder attached to the shell. 

 Tank has interconnecting walkways and handrails. 

 

2. CORROSION MECHANISMS  

The following examples are common for this type of tank, but are not exhaustive. 

 

 Corrosion under the insulation, (CUI) of the external roof plates, due to moisture ingress. 

 Corrosion under the insulation, (CUI) of the external shell plates, due to moisture ingress. 

 Corrosion under the insulation, (CUI) of the bottom 150mm of the tank shell, due to standing water. 

 Underside corrosion of the floor plates due to contact with moisture/standing water. 

 The tank contents do not present any credible corrosion risk 

 

3. RISK ASSESSMENT & INSPECTION SCHEDULES 

 

Hazard Factors: 

 Based on Tank Contents.    High / Med / Low / None 

 Based on corrosion mechanisms.  High / Med / Low / None  

 Tank Condition *    Very Good / Good / Acceptable / Poor 

* Visual External Survey 2011 

* Major out of service inspection 2012 

  * Major out of service inspections of similar tanks RMT 1-7, 9-11 will be undertaken 

 

  Tank Priority (Based on the above factors) High / Med / Low  

 

Determined Inspection Schedule**: 

Annual Hydrostatic test 

Intermediate (In-service inspection) - Every 10 Years – Next due August 2021 

Major (Out of service inspection) – Every 10 Years – Next due August 2029 

 

 Procedure for the preparation and inspection of the tank is provided in Appendix 1.  

 

**  For Groups of Tank:- 

The Out of Service inspection of a tank may be substituted by another tank in the same group if an opportunity occurs 

If inspection identifies a problem in a tank the priority of inspecting other tanks in the same group will be increased. 

Inspection frequency of particular tanks may also be modified as a result of the findings of an inspection 

Where tanks are grouped, the group will have a minimum Out of Service Inspection frequency of 10 years 

 

Procedure for the preparation and inspection of the tank is provided in Appendix 1.  

 

WSE Approvals 

 

Signature  Print Date 

 

 

 

EEMUA 159 Tank Assessor 

(Testex) 

  

 

 

 

Engineering Manager 

  

 

 

 

Process Support Manager 
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Site Manager 
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4. TANK HISTORY 

 

Usage 

Original Contents Butyl Acetate 

Changed to White Spirit K60 – 2003 

Drained and remained empty - 2012 

 

Tank Inspections 

10th October 2011.  External visual inspection, the inspection highlighted: 

 

1) The possibility of corrosion under the insulation due to standing water around the base of the tank. 

2) Corrosion affecting the shell manway and the roof nozzle attachments. 

3) Tank anchor bolts corroded and/or missing. 

 

10th July 2012.  Out of service NDT and EEMUA 159 inspection.  Report Number: VIS-11-10-730 

Note; the lower sections of insulation were removed to allow for a visual and MPI inspection.  

 

The inspection revealed:  

 

1) Moderate levels of corrosion around bottom insulation angle bar. 

2) Numerous areas of paint breakdown and corrosion, affecting the nozzles and pipelines. 

3) Tank anchor bolt missing. 

4) Inadequate seal between the floor’s external lip and the tank foundation. 

5) Standing rainwater around the tank. 

6) Isolated pit defect to the internal manway weld. 

7) A number of the external cladding joints are insufficiently sealed. 

8) Cracked weld to the vertical ladder support bracket. 

9) All ultrasonic thickness readings were found to be good, with no reportable wall losses. 

 

Tank Repairs 

1) Internal manway weld defect, re-welded.    Completed Sept 2012 

2) External ladder support re-welded.    Completed Sept 2012 

3) External first course shell plates and nozzles re-painted. Completed June 2013 

4) Replaced missing bolts on top flanges.   Completed Nov 2013 

5)   Repainted corroded anchor bolts.    Completed Dec 2013 

6)   Lagging height raised to reduce affect of standing water Completed Dec 2013 

 

Anticipated Repairs 

1) Repaint areas of external corrosion on roof nozzles. 

3) Re-seal the gap/joint between the external lip and the tank foundation. 

4) Re-seal all damaged insulation cladding joints. 

 

Recommendations 

1) NDT inspection ports to be cut into the insulation panels, to allow external UT thickness checks on the tank 

shell and roof plates. 
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Appendix 1 

Tank Preparation and Inspection Procedure 

 

 

Intermediate Inspection – In Service Inspection 

 

1. Sections To Be Examined 

 

 Sample of external surfaces via inspection ports cut into the tanks shell and roof insulation panels 

 All nozzle connections up to the first flange 

 Tank foundations and bund area 

 

2. Preparation 

  

Remove insulation inspection ports 

 

3. Inspection 

 

a. Conduct a visual inspection of the tank external in accordance with EEMUA 159 check list 

b. Carry out external UT thickness checks via ports in insulation 

c. Carry out verticality and circumferential settlement checks in accordance with EEMUA 159 

d. Take photographs of pertinent items for inclusion with the report. 

e. Review and update the WSE Tank History. 

f. Review any tank settlement surveys. 

g. Construct or update inspection drawings. 

h. Compare previous readings to determine period to next inspection 

i. Amend and issue WSE as required 

j. Record inspection results on Shires Planned Maintenance database and, if necessary, amend inspection 

frequency 

k. Enter any repairs required on Maintenance Database 

l. File reports in Records Office 

m. Update WSE history as any repairs are completed 

 

 

 

 

Full Inspection – Out of Service Inspection 

 

1. Sections To Be Examined 

 

 All internal & external surfaces (dependent on areas of insulation removed) 

 All nozzle connections up to the first flange. 

 Tank foundations and bund area. 

1) Out of service inspections will require; the lower sections of the tank shell insulation removed, to allow the 

shot blasting of the first course shell plate and nozzle welds.  The internal heating coils will need to be 

removed to allow access for a 100% LFET floor scan.  The tanks internal floor plates, welds, first course shell 

plates and welds will require cleaning and shot blasting. 

 

2. Preparation 

  

Drain, isolate and gas free the tank to hot work and entry standard. 

Remove insulation inspection ports and remove lower insulation panels to height of 1m. 

Remove roof and shell manholes. 

Spade all nozzles. At same time ensure isolation valves are in good condition 

Provide clear/safe access and egress. 
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Provide suitable internal lighting. 

Remove the internal heating coils. 

Remove all excess scale and/or product residue from: 

  The tank floor. 

The tank shell. 

The underside of the tank roof. 

All internal attachments. 

Shot blast to Sa 2.5: 

The tank floor plates and welds. 

The bottom 300mm of internal shell & internal floor to shell weld. 

The bottom 300mm of external shell, the annular lip and the external floor to shell weld. 

The internal & external welds of all shell nozzles. 

The internal first course vertical shell welds. 

The welds of all internal floor attachments. 

Leave the tank floor free of scale, dust or rust to allow inspection. 

 

 

3. Inspection 

 

a. Conduct a visual inspection of the internal and external areas in accordance with EEMUA 159 check list 

b. Carry out NDT in accordance with EEMUA 159 

1) Conduct a full floor LFET scan. 

2) Conduct a 50mm -100mm wide UT thickness scan at the outer edge of the tank floor. 

3) Conduct a UT thickness survey of the tank floor plates. 

4) Conduct a UT thickness survey of the roof plates. 

5) Conduct a UT thickness survey of all shell and roof nozzles. 

6) Conduct a UT thickness survey of the tank shell at 4 equidistant locations around the tanks 

circumference. 

7) Conduct a UT thickness survey of the bottom 150mm of tank shell.  

8) Conduct a UT thickness survey of the floors external protrusion. 

9) Conduct a UT thickness survey of the sump. 

10) Conduct a UT thickness survey of the internal piping, prior to replacement. 

11) MPI all floor welds and attachments to the floor. 

12) MPI the internal and external floor to shell welds. 

13) MPI the internal and external welds of any welded shell nozzles. 

14) MPI the internal first course shell welds and “T” joints. 

c. Carry out verticality and circumferential settlement checks in accordance with EEMUA 159 

d. Take photographs of pertinent items for inclusion with the report. 

e. Review and update the WSE Tank History. 

f. Review any tank settlement surveys. 

g. Construct or update inspection drawings. 

h. Compare previous readings to determine period to next inspection 

i. Amend and issue WSE as required 

j. Record inspection results on Shires Planned Maintenance database and, if necessary, amend inspection 

frequency 

k. Enter any repairs required on Maintenance Database 

l. File reports in Records Office 

m. Update WSE history as any repairs are complet
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APPENDIX 4 – Annual Pipes / Lines and Hardstanding PGI checklist 
 

Pipes / Lines / Hardstanding 

Planned General Inspection Form - Annual 
Inspected By:  Date: 

 

Pipework 

 
Location Signs of decay / 

corrosion present on 

pipework or lagging? 

Leaks from Flanges, 

valves and 

pipework? 

Is surfacing below 

pipework in good 

condition? 

Comments / Observations 

RMT 1-8 storage tanks to RM manifold in 

reactor building  

    

RMT 9-16 storage tanks to RM manifold in 

reactor building  

    

RMT 24-29 storage tanks to RM manifold in the 

reactor building  

    

Maleic anhydride system      
Phthalic anhydride system      

NPG system     
Resin transfer lines from Blenders to HT 6-31     
Road tanker loading to PT P-S & resin delivery 

to Gelcoats 

    

HT 8 -12 resin transfer and loading lines     
Feed lines to DOB     
Transfer lines from PT TUV     
Resin transfer lines from PT13-16     
TDI system     
Calcium carbonate system     
Solvent recovery     
DCPD effluent line     
Effluent line to Millennium     
Cooling water lines     
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Site Roads and Surfacing Inspection 

 

Location Signs of decay / 

corrosion present on 

pipework or lagging? 

Leaks from Flanges, 

valves and 

pipework? 

Is surfacing below 

pipework in good 

condition? 

Comments / Observations 

Reactor Building     
Polyester Mixing Building     
Gel Coat Building     
Road A     
Road B     
Road C     
Road D     
Waste Area     
Road 1     
Road 2     
Road 3     
Road 4     
Road 5     
TDI Tanker offloading area     
RM 1/2/3/4/5/6     
TOXIC Bund     
MSA1     
GELINTS     
STRINTS Area     
Outside warmroom (sludge tanker area)     
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APPENDIX 5 – Tertiary containment improvement
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APPENDIX 6 – 2010 Site condition report 

*sent as separate attachment* 
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APPENDIX 7 – Point source releases to air and water  
*Point sources remaining for continued are not shaded (refer to permit for details of locations) 

*All point sources shaded will no longer be applicable following demolition. 

 

Table S4.1  Point source emissions to air – emission limits and monitoring requirements 

Emission point ref. 

& location 

Parameter   Source Limit 

(including 

unit)  

Reference  

period 

Monitoring 

frequency 

Monitoring standard 

or method 

A1 [Point A1 on site 

plan in Schedule 2] 

VOCs    

(expressed as 

carbon) 

Thermal oxidiser 25 mg/m3 Spot 

sample 

Weekly 

 

BS EN 12619 

A2 [Point A2 on site 

plan in schedule 2] 

No parameters 

set 

Steam boiler No limit set -- -- Permanent sampling 

access not required  

A3 – A5 [Points A3 – 

A5 on site plan in 

schedule 2] 

No parameters 

set 

Thermal oil heaters 

1 -3 

No limit set -- -- Permanent sampling 

access not required  

A6 [Point A6 on site 

plan in schedule 2] 

No parameters 

set 

PMB mixer 8 

vacuum vent 

No limit set -- -- Permanent sampling 

access not required  

A7 [Point A7 on site 

plan in schedule 2] 

No parameters 

set 

PMB mixer 8 vent No limit set -- -- Permanent sampling 

access not required  

Bursting discs No parameters 

set 

Reactors 1 - 5 No limit set -- -- Permanent sampling 

access not required  

Vents from Reactor 

building LEV systems 

No parameters 

set 

Five Reactor 

building LEV systems 

No limit set -- -- Permanent sampling 

access not required  

Vent from reactor 1 

header tank  

No parameters 

set 

Reactor 1 header 

tank 

No limit set -- -- Permanent sampling 

access not required  

Vent from caustic 

wash tank   

No parameters 

set 

Caustic wash tank No limit set -- -- Permanent sampling 

access not required  

Vent from PMB 

mixers 1 – 7 and 9 

LEV system 

No parameters 

set 

PMB mixers 1 – 7 

and 9 LEV system 

No limit set -- -- Permanent sampling 

access not required  

Vents from Gelcoat 

building LEV systems 

No parameters 

set 

Four Gelcoat 

building LEV systems 

No limit set -- -- Permanent sampling 

access not required  

Vents from solvent 

recovery tanks EC1, 

EC2 and EC3 

No parameters 

set 

Solvent recovery 

tanks EC1, EC2 and 

EC3 

No limit set -- -- Permanent sampling 

access not required  
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Table S4.1  Point source emissions to air – emission limits and monitoring requirements, continued 

Emission point ref. 

& location 

Parameter   Source Limit 

(including 

unit)  

Reference  

period 

Monitoring 

frequency 

Monitoring standard 

or method 

Vents from 

dicyclopentadiene 

recovery tanks 

EC25, EC26 and 

EC27 

No parameters 

set 

Dicyclopentadiene 

recovery tanks 

EC25, EC26 and 

EC27 

No limit set -- -- Permanent sampling 

access not required  

Vent from toluene 

di-isocyanate tank 

scrubber 

No parameters 

set 

Toluene di-

isocyanate raw 

material storage 

tank scrubber 

No limit set -- -- Permanent sampling 

access not required  

Vent from phthalic 

anhydride and 

maleic anhydride 

tanks RMT40 – 

RMT42 and RMT50 

– RMT52 scrubber 

No parameters 

set 

Phthalic anhydride 

and maleic 

anhydride raw 

material storage 

tanks and pre-weigh 

vessel RMT40 – 

RMT42 and RMT50 

– RMT52 scrubber 

No limit set -- -- Permanent sampling 

access not required  

Vent from 

neopentyl glycol 

tank 

No parameters 

set 

Neopentyl glycol 

raw material 

storage tank 

No limit set -- -- Permanent sampling 

access not required  

Vent from calcium 

carbonate silo 

RMT60 

No parameters 

set 

Calcium carbonate 

silo RMT60 

No limit set -- -- Permanent sampling 

access not required  

Vent from coconut 

oil tank 

No parameters 

set 

Coconut oil raw 

material storage 

tank 

No limit set -- -- Permanent sampling 

access not required  

Vents from tanks 

RMT1 – RMT11, 

RMT14 – RMT16, 

RMT24 – RMT29 

and RMT54 

No parameters 

set 

Raw material 

storage tanks RMT1 

– RMT11, RMT14 – 

RMT16, RMT24 – 

RMT29 and RMT54 

No limit set -- -- Permanent sampling 

access not required  

Vents from tanks 

PTA – PTC, PTH, PTJ, 

PTT – PTV and K - M 

No parameters 

set 

Intermediate base 

polyester resin 

holding tanks PTA – 

PTC, PTH, PTJ, PTT – 

PTV and K - M 

No limit set -- -- Permanent sampling 

access not required  

Vents from tanks 

PTP - PTS 

No parameters 

set 

Gelcoat 

intermediate 

storage tanks PTP - 

PTS 

No limit set -- -- Permanent sampling 

access not required  

Vents from tanks 

HT7 – HT12, HT15 

and HT22 – HT31 

No parameters 

set 

Oil modified resin 

finished product 

storage from tanks 

HT7 – HT12, HT15 

and HT22 – HT31 

No limit set -- -- Permanent sampling 

access not required  

Vents from tanks 

PT13 – PT16 

No parameters 

set 

Finished polyester 

resin storage tanks 

PT13 – PT16 

No limit set -- -- Permanent sampling 

access not required  
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Table S4.1  Point source emissions to air – emission limits and monitoring requirements, continued 

Emission point ref. 

& location 

Parameter   Source Limit 

(including 

unit)  

Reference  

period 

Monitoring 

frequency 

Monitoring standard 

or method 

Vents from tanks 

HT16 – HT21 

No parameters 

set 

TDI modified resin 

finished product 

storage tanks HT16 

– HT21 

No limit set -- -- Permanent sampling 

access not required  

Vent from liquid 

effluent emergency 

storage tank EC14 

No parameters 

set 

Liquid effluent 

emergency storage 

tank EC14 

No limit set -- -- Permanent sampling 

access not required  

Vents 1 and 2 from 

tank EC20 

No parameters 

set 

Effluent treatment 

plant tank EC20 

No limit set -- -- Permanent sampling 

access not required  

Tank EC21 No parameters 

set 

Effluent treatment 

plant tank EC21 

No limit set -- -- Permanent sampling 

access not required  

 
Table S4.2 Point Source emissions to water (other than sewer) – emission limits and monitoring requirements 

Emission point 

ref. & location 

Parameter   Source Limit 

(incl. 

unit) 

Reference  

Period 

Monitoring 

frequency 

Monitoring standard or 

method 

W1 [Point W1 on 

site plan in 

Schedule 2] 

emission to River 

Humber 

Suspended solids Effluent 

Treatment 

plant 

1000 

mg/l 

24-hour flow 

proportional 

sample 

Daily Note 1 

W1 [Point W1 on 

site plan in 

Schedule 2] 

emission to River 

Humber 

COD Effluent 

Treatment 

Plant  

2000 

mg/l 

24-hour flow 

proportional 

sample 

Daily Note 1 

W1 [Point W1 on 

site plan in 

Schedule 2] 

emission to River 

Humber 

Suspended solids Main 

interceptor 

pit 

1000 

mg/l 

Spot sample Prior to 

discharge to 

W1 

Note 1 

W1 [Point W1 on 

site plan in 

Schedule 2] 

emission to River 

Humber 

COD Main 

interceptor 

pit 

2000 

mg/l 

Spot sample Prior to 

discharge to 

W1 

Note 1 
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APPENDIX 8 – Geological map 
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APPENDIX 9 – Surface Water Features 
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APPENDIX 10 – Site Drainage system 

 


